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Stats Protection Demanded
Peuisun, Tex., Oct. 4. Denison was
quiet today following last night's riotNotice
ing by strike 'sympathizers.
issued, however, from officials of the
Missouri, Kansas and Texas railroad
that unless more adequate police protection is afforded by the city the
governor will be asked for state

RAILROADS OBJECT.
Washington, Oct 4. On behalf of
the
railways, a;p'i- cation was made today to the inter
state commerce commission
a
of its order in what are
suspension
TROOPS HURRIED TO SCENE
known as the Pacific Coast cases.
The application was made pending
STRIKEBREAKERS ARE ASSURED the filing of a bill with the commerce
court, asking for an Injunction to re
PROTECTION IF THEY GET
strain the commission from putting
OUT BEFORE NIGHT
its orders Into effect
The commission's orders were to
become effective on November
QUIET ON COAST LINES have
15.
They materially reduced trans
continental rates on both, class and
ONLY DEPREDATIONS HAVE BEEN
commodity traffic. They apply to all
AIR HOSE WHICH
CUTTING
of the
Pacific coast cases,
the Spokane and the Reno, Ner.,
STRIKERS DISCLAIM
cases being the most important.
ONE STRIKER KILLED IN MISSI
SIPPI AND DYNAMIITE BOMB
SET OFF NEAR SHOPS

trans-continent-

ir

NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

d

Oct

Not
withstanding the presence of several
companies of troops, sent her to pro
tect them, the 103 Illinois Central
strikebreakers barricaded here, appealed to tSe authorities to remove
them immediately. A mass meeting
of citizens, strikers and sympathizers
the
adopted resolutions assuring
strikebreakers against molestation if
they departed today. A special train
will leave with tie men, accompanied
by 25 railroad special agents, this af
ternoon for New Orleans.
State troops patrolling the streets
of McComb City today curbed rioting
that began, late yesterday with an at
tack on strikebreakers enroute south
on the Illinois Central railroad, and
culminated early today in the killing
of Lem Haley, a rallroad strlker, and
v
an explosion of dynamite planted
near the railroad shops.
It was learned today that. Carl Canton and Turly Curtis, both strikers,
were shot and badly wounded during
the night while walking near the Illinois Central shops.
City,

Miss.,

4.

Miguel County

CITY EDITION

MASKED ROBBERS DEMOCRATS HAVE WILD WEST S II
HOLD UP A

TROUBLES OF

TRAIN

THEIR OVN

MISSOURI, KANSAS & TEXAS PASSENGER STOPPED NEAR BAR.
TLESVIILLE, OK LA.

LATE THIS AFTERNOON HAD NOT
DECIDED UPON A CANDIDATE
FOR GOVERNOR.

PRESIDENT TREATED

LITTLE

CAN'T SATISFY

A "BRONG"

CF VALUE IS TAKEN

EVERYBODY

THREE DID THE JOB, RIFLING
EXPRESS CAR BUT IGNORING
REST OF TRAIN

TRYING TO PICK A MAN WHO
WILL BE AGREEABLE TO

THE

NOMINATIONS

HIGHWAYMEN

PLEASES

I

AMUSEMENT

IN

CHEYENNE

ANIMAL
OUS

TO NOVEL
REGULAR

STYLE.

NAMED

PROVED

TOO

FOR

HIM

STRENU

FOR OLD TIME COW
PUNCHER TO RIDE.

TONIGHT TROOPS

MARCH

IN

City, Miss., Oct. 1. The
departure of the special wild strikebreakers originally scheduled to
leave for New Orleans at 10 o'clock,
was delayed on account of a confer
ence between the military authorities
and railway officials. At 'i o'clock it
was said the time of its departure
was uncertain.
oCl. E. B. Bahansm&bconiRO. .'56
Colonel E. B. Baker, of Natchez,
in active command of the troops
here, at noon ordered tha every
member of the National Guard at
Natchez who failed to Join his com
mand this morning, be awe red and
sent Immediately to McComb City. A
platoon of Natchez troops with
guns will anlve this aftavucon
ma-chin-

More Troop Dispatched
Jackson, Miss., Oct. 4 After

re-

ceiving advices that hundreds of
Iheavlly armed men are today pouring
Into McComb City from outlying rural
sections, Governor Noel ordered the
Laurel and Yazoo City companies of
the state militia, to the scene of yes
terday's conflict between strikebreak
rs, strikers and sympathizers, to aid
the troops already on the ground.
No Violence on Coast
San Francisco, Oct. 4. The fourth
clay of the shopmen's strike on the
Harriman lines opened without any
indication of rioting about the stockades which enclose the plants, al- , though two carloads of strikebreakers
were taken into the local yards last
night.
E. L. Reguin, presito
According
dent of the federation, San Rrancisco
is to be the distributing point for
strikebreakers who will be sent to tho
'
smaller shops along the road.
Reguin said the men brought here
last night were not skilled mechanics. Everything was quiet today at
the Oakland yards, where a few
strikebreakers are at work. Several
cases of air hose cutting on . trains
have been reported, but the unoin
men disavow any knowledge of or
connection with it.
At other points along the coast the
status of the strike remained nn- changed. 'The time fixed by posted
notices for the return" of the strikers
to work expires at midnight tonight,
but so far as could be learned few
if any of the men have taken advantage of the offer.

m

SHERIFF'S
HOUNDS

POSSE AND
ARE

BLOOD

ON TRAIL,
HIND FUGITIVES

BE-

south of here.
original grievances.
The robbers rifled the mail and
baggage cars, but it Is believed got
ORIGINAL SHERLOCK
HOLMES.
London, Oct. 4. Josepii "Jell, the little, of value. They did not enter
eminent Scottish surgeon, who was the passenger cars, and escaped as
the original of the character of Sher soon as they had finished their work.
lock Holmes, died today at Maurice-woo- Two trunks full of valuable jewelry
samp'es, belonging to a salesman for
Milton Bridge, Midlothian.
an eastern firm, were put on the train
here bit it has not been learned
whether they were stolen.
TWO KILLED WHEN
A special train carrying a sheriff's
posse and bloodhounds left here or
TRAIN LEAVES RAILS the scene at 4 o'clock.

REVIEW

DISASTROUS WRECKS OCCURRED
NEAR
YESTERDAY
LAGUNA,
WEST OF ALBUQUERQUE

The Dead
ENGINEER JAMES
HART, Albuquerque.
FIREMAN

CHARLES
Albuquerque. -

', preparations
ENGLE- -

f
GUINN,

4
4
4

The Injured
4
4 SCOTT GRIMES, Albuquer- 4 que, postal clerk; left side crush- - 4
4 ed and seriously injured Inter- - 4
4
4 nally.
4 CHARLES W. GEER, Albu-,

4

.

4

4
4
4
4

4

ROSWELL HAS EXPOSITION
4.
Visitors
Roswell, N. M., Oct.
from far and near flocked to Roswell
today for the opening of the New
Mexico Products exposition, for which

querque; postal clerk, cuts on
hand and arm, back bruised.
CHARLES J. SULLIVAN, pos- tal clerk; Albuquerque; cut and
burned about the head and face.
W. ALLARD, Albu-clerk In charge, ankle

CORLISS

querque;
injured, bruised about the

4

boHy.
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Striking a soft place In the track
near a curve at mile post 64 near
Laguna 66 miles west of Albuquerque
at 11 o'clock yesterday morning,
Santa Fe passenger train No.
10, while traveling at about 50 miles
an hour, jumped the track. The en
gine turned turtle, crushing the life
out of Engineer James Englehart,
scalding Fireman Charles Guinn so
fearfully that he died from his in
juries; and injuring four railway
postal clerks who were in the mail
car next to the engine, one of whom.
Scott Grimes, may die.
The train was running behind time
because of a delay caused by the
wreck at Crozier, Ariz., on Monday,
and Engineer Englehart was making
At the curve the outside
up time.
rail turned over and the engine shot
off the rails, dragging with it the
mail car and two express cars. The
engine rolled over on the right of way
with such force as to strip it and
leave it a gigantic mass of twisted
steel. The engineer, who must have
died with the first impact, was found
lifeless beneath the wrecked engine,
while the fireman was caught in the
swirling steam and scalded until the
flesh fell from his hands and' arms.
The engine in leaving the rails,
twisted the mall car so that it turned
completely over.
The baggage cars were thrown
about 150 feet at right angles where
they stand practically unscathed. Five
other cars left the rails, but none of
the, passengers was Injured.

have been making for
several moths. The exposition will
continue until the end of the week.
In addition to an elaborate display of
minerals, live stock and agricultural
products, the managements has pro
vided numerous entertainment feat
ures, such as a broncho busting tour
nament, fleral and civic pageants,
wild west show, baseball carnival,
shooting tournament and aeroplane
flights.
'

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 4. Though
they worked all night the
of the committee on resolutions was not ready to report to the
democratic state convention this" forenoon and adjournment to this after
noon was taken, after permanent or
ganization was perfected, with G. A.
Richardson of Roswell, chairman.
who made an address the keynote of
which was "let the people rule."
E. C. de Baca-- of Mora, was elected secretary; John L. Zimmerman,
of Las Vegas and Manual TJ. Vigil of
Albuquerque, assistant secretaries; E.
C de Baca of Las Vegas, Adolph P.
Hill, D. .Calderon, Dennis Chaves,
Juan N. Vigil and Paz Valverde interpreters.
A vice president from each of the
26 counties was chosen.
The order
of nominations was adopted. .The
democrats are still negotiating with
the progressive republicans, who met
in state convention at the Elks' theater this forenoon, but adjourned until tonight to a wait the outclmo of
thsi negotiations, "T.
7

Cheyenne, Wyo., Oct 4. President
Taft saw a bit of the Old West today
Cheyenne did not merely watch him
drive through her streets and listen
to presidential oratory, but "Frontier
day" . with bucking broncos, wild
races and the "stunts" which abound
In wild west shows was repeated for
the president's benefit The recep
tion" committee made the show as
nearly as possible like that held a
few 'weeks ago and 65 performers of
all sorts appeared before Mr. Taft
In addition to the show, the presi
dent's program here included an automobile ride through the city, a re
view of troops and' address in the
local opera house. His train is
scheduled to make two more stops
in Wyoming today, and should reach
Salt Lake City tomorrow.
"Billy Taft" Too Strenuous.
Charlie Irwin, who ran the miniature frontier day show for Mr. Taft's
benefit, had a program arranged wit
some unusual 'features, In the riding, bucking and outlaw horse stunts
there were ponies named "Bill Taft"
"Archie Butt," "Senator Warren,"
"Schedule K," "Reciprocity" and
DUTCH STEAMER BURNED
.
Roosevelt."
. Batavia, Dutch East Indies, Oct i. "Teddy
Taft"
threw
Martin, his
jack
The Dutch steamer
"Billy
Ixlon, bound
from this port for Liverpool, has been rider, before he had gone a hundred
burned near Engagno, an Island off feet
bron-d-o
Frank Carter, an
the west coast of Sumatra. The
buster of the world, stuck close
steamer's crew, numbering 25, took
to the boats but Tbas not yet bee"h to "Archie Butt.' "Schedule K" was
reported as having landed on the mastered by Clayton Daflks, another
but "Teddy Roosevelt"
Sumatra coast.
;

Will Open Tomorrow For Three Days' Session
inlaid with chatelaine enamel of a
rich blue and is well worth the best
efforts that the women will put
forth to win it
The farmers from the mesa on
the east and Mora on the north are
all on hand with exhibits of the best
there is in the two counties and
the exhibits of grain and farm products will be the best ever Been in
.
these parts.
The exhibits of live stock, whica
will be in pens west of the armory,
will be fine and varied. In the collection there will be the finest Jersey cows, bulls, driving horses, draft
stallions, mules, hogs, sheep and Angora goats. A number of poultry
owners have listed their prize fowls
for the occasion and In this department the choicest of turkeys, geese,
pigeons and chickens will be seen.
To the west of the armory will be
seen a number of "Buffalo" Jones'
ever famous herdof buffalo. He also
has brought his prize Persiarino
sheep and his cattalo to the fair. J.
C Baca of Tipper Town has placed
his famous Durham bull on the list
of live stock and T. A. Akers's Jersey bull is also entered. T. G. Robb
of the Phoenix ranch will have two
draft stallions on exhibit and W. F.
Calhoun has entered his big draft
stallion, "Iowa Bob." As a special
prize for the best steer at the fair
Pete Roth, the butcher, has offered
$5. A number of cattle men have signified their intention of competing
for it, and all are invited to do so.
No entrance fee for exhibits is being charged by the fair association
and all wishing to place exhibits have
a chance to do so up to noon tomor

I'IIITE

FLAGS ARE

FLOATING

IN

row. The judges will make their first
rounds tomorrow morning at 11
a'clock at which time they will got
a line on the exhibits in preparation
for the awarding of premiums Friday.

The early part of Friday afternoon,
according to the program, will be devoted to sports of all kinds for which
valuable prizes have been (offered.
The events provided for are fat men's
races, lean men's races, a tug of war,
a Durro race, a bicycle race. Keg rou
iiig, nail driving and harness hitch.
Ing contests. A wrestling match for
which there are four entries will end
theafternoon sports.
Friday evening the automobile
and street car parade will take place.
The drivers will form at the Plaza
at 7:30 o'clock at which time they
will be given torches and other forms
of Illumination for decorating their
machines. The procession will follow the line of the cars from tho
Plaza to St Anthony's sanitarium.
The riding contest is scheduled for
the last afternoon of the fair and
The
will be the stellar attraction.
bull belonging to T. A. Akers, an animal that has never been ridden will
be in the event and a large number
of cowpunchers from the ranches will
attempt to conquer the beast. Frank
Clark has furnished a string of horses
for the afternoon and several of his
punchers will be on hand to amuse
the crowd. All are invited to take
part in this event as there will be
horses enough for all. To cap off the
sporting program of the fair the fire
departments of the East and West
sides will run a race.

TRIPOL I
ITALIAN FLEET BOMBARDED THE
BATTERIES AND DROVE THE

TURKS TO THE HILLS.
ARE

TO

LAND

4,003

MEN

INVADING

ARMY PREPARING TO
C1T
AND TAKE
FORMAL POSSESSION.

ENTER

DID

NOT DAMAGE THE CITY

SHIPS CONCENTRATED FIRE ON
THE FORTS AND GOVERNOR'S PALACE.

'

Jlome, Oct. 4. It was officially,
stated today that Vice Admiral Fara- velll sent a message to the govern
Laramie Patriotic.
ment stating that the bombardment
Laramie, Wyo.., Oct 4. The Re
of the main batteries at Tripoli cjib
publican this afternoon will say
menced at 3 o'clock yesterday after
,'.
editorially: '.,
,

"President Taft's greeting by the
people of Laramie Is all that any
president could desire. The town is
decorated and fine weather prevailed
for him. The town is decorated and
warm welcome will be tendered.
He will address the citizens at the
high school and the City park.
:

ANOTHER

AVIATOR

;

San Miguel County's Big Autumn Exposition

Everything and everybody are In
readiness for the opening! of the big
county fair tomorrow morning and,
with the. addresses of welcome of
Mayors Goodall and Secundino Romero of the East and West sides respectively at 10 o'clock, the big even:
will be begun.
All day yesterday a gang of workmen were busy on the decorations In
the interior of the armory where the
agricultural exhibits will be on disThe walls are all draped in
play.
bunting of red, white and blue, and
with yellow and black, the colors of
Pillars and
the fair association.
posts are all wrapped in bunting and
everywhere are festoons of grain
and farm products. The fair associa
tion has been generous in supplying
the decorators with bunting and the
farmers have all furnished a bounteous supply of grains in the sheaf.
The armory presents a beautiful
sight.
The hall has been divided lno
booths for the various displays, all
of which will be beautifully arranged
and filled to the point of overflowing
with grain and farm products. The
women have taken special Interest in
their exhibit and It promises to ;e
the star display of the fair. Beautiful embroidery work, an abundance
of delicious jellies, cakes, bread and
various victuals, straight from the
kitchens of the famous chefs of the
Meadow City will be on display. The
women have taken especial interest
In the prize offered by Gross, Kelly
& Company for the best loaf of bread
made from Empress flour and the
Dr. W. P. Mills Is expected homo competitors for it will be many. The
from a visit with relatives in Mis- watch arrived from New York yessouri on Friday on this week.
terday, and is a beauty. It is gold
east-boun- d

LIKELY ENTIRE TICKET WILL BE SENATOR WARREN HANDS EXEC
CHOSEN AT EVENING SESSION '
UTIVE A NICE BOUQl'ET IN
AS RESULT OF CAUCUS.
PRESENCE OF CROWD.

'

proved too strenuous a bueker for
Paul Hen sen.
Talked of Wool Vetoes.
Mr. Taft stood with Senator War
ren and Governor Carey pf Wyoming
In the judges' stand for an hour and
a half and watched the "stunts. He
shook hangs with the "busteis," with
Charlie Irwin and with his daughters who appeared in several events
The review of troops before the frin-tle- r
show brought out several thous
and soldiers from Fort D. A. Russell.
In Introducing Mr. Taft to an audience In the opera house, Senator
Warren said that he had come
through the fights for "reciproc'ty.
Schedule K, and that monstrosity,
the cotton bill," still smiling,-seren- e
and with shoulders unbent
The
president in his remarks mnflnel
himself largely to a discussion of his
tariff bill vetoes.
The Tribune says concerning Taft's
visit to Cheyenne: '."The warm
welcome President
Taft received in the capital of Wyoming today indicates that the stale in
still republican by
largo majority
and believes in the wise administration of President Taft, His veto of
the wool bill is heartily endorsed in
this state."
--

TAFT

"PROGRE8SIIVES."

ESCAPED

Bartesville, Okla., ..Oct. 4. MisIRISH STRIKE ENDED.
Kansas and Texas passenger
souri,
4. The
strike de
Dublin, Oct.
No. 29, bound from Kansas
train
on
clared
the Irish railroads by the
to Oklahoma, was held up by
Amalgamated Society of Railway Ser City
three
masked men at 1:16 o'clock
vants, September 21, was settled tothis morning near Okesa, ten miles
strikers
The
abandoned
their
day.
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TRIES THE TASK
KARL OVJNGTON. WILL
LEAVE
NEW YORK TOMORROW ON
TRIP TO LOS ANGELES.
New York, Oct. 4. Kart Ovington,
the aviator, expects to start from
Governor's Island tomorrow morning
in an attempt to fly across the continent to Los Angeles. He plans to
follow the New York Cjentral railroad to Buffalo and Chldago. From
there he will touch St. Louis and
Kansas City and soar over El Paso
and Southern Arizona to his destination. Two complete monoplanes are
at his disposal for the flight, each
stencilled with the words "U. S.
Mail" and the figures "13." Oving
ton will carry letters from Poslmas-te- i
General Hitchcock and other post- office officials. A private train of
two cars will follow him. His schedule calls for the completion of the
trip in 16 days.
Fowler Tries Again.
San Francisco, Oct. 4. It was an
nounced here yesterday that Aviator
Robert G. Fowler, who abandoned an
attempt to fly over the Sierras in his
proposed transcontinental flight will
make another start, this time from
Los Angeles. Fowler is expected to
start from the southern city October 10.
Rodgera Falls But Keeps Going.
Huntington, Ind., Oct 4. C. P.
Rodgers, the coast to' coast aviator,
whose machine was damaged in a
fall here Monday, said today that he
expected to resuigj !hia flight to
ward Chicago tomorrow.
-

WHO WOULD REFUSE
A PLATINUll

RUNE?

noon and continued until sunset. '1 be
,
message follows:
"On board the battleship Beiine-dett- o
Brin, Tuesday, 7:45 p. m. A
bombardment was commenced at
3:30 o'clock this afternoon on tho
principal batteries of Tripoli and
was continued until sunset
Tho
batteries responded to the Italian fire
but without effect The bombard
ment will be continued tomorrow un
til the destruction cf tf.e batteries
has been completed. Great care was
taken during the combardment, not
to damage the city. Only a llg'it-hous- e
on one of the batteries wa de
'
stroyed."
London Gets" Report.
London, Oct 4. A news dispatch
from Rome gives this account of tho
bombardment of Tripoli:
"At 3 o'clock ysteruair afternoon,
Vice ftdmlralFaravelli
signalled o
the battleships Gutnepim, Caribaldl
and Francesco Ferrnclo that the
bombardment was about to begin.
These vessels, with; the flagship Benedetto Brin, steamed up to within two
kilometers (about a mile and one- Llill

UJ

JL

I lit?

bUWll.

DC

n 0.0

fairly calm.
"At 3 o'clock the Garibaldi fired
the first shells which were directed
at the governor's palace and well
placed. Immediately the palace and
the Amelia Sultana forts replied with
a number of shots from 15 centimeter guns. The Turkish aim was
bad. After the bombardment had
progressed for one hour shells from
the cruiser Verez destroyed the light
house which collapsed in ruin.
The Italian fire was now becom
ing heavier while that of the forts
was growing teeme. ine cenirai
forts ceased firing at 5 o'cloclc but
the outer forts of Pamidleh and Sultana kept up the defense. The bombardment ceased at dark. It was resumed this morning but the outer
forts had been reduced to ruins and
worn unnhln in mnlv. The Turks re
moved their guns to the heights befire
yond the town and
however,
from there.
They were
dispersed by shrapnel from the fleet
and fled in all directions.
"The first white flags began to ap
pear. The Italians are now preparing to land 4,000 men from the ships.
"The fleet was unharmed and
there were no casualties on boara
during the bombardment."
,

France to Intervene.
Paris, Oct. 4. Baron D'Estou- THE
WHITE METAL IS NOW nelles De Constant wrote to Premier
Caillaux on Sunday last suggesting
QUOTED AS WORTH 2"4 TIMES
that France should offer her good ofGOLD
MUCH
AS
AS
fices to end the conflict.
The French government is ready
New York, Oct 4. Platinum has
to offer mediation.
been advancing rapidly in price re
cently and today it is quoted in Maid
en Lane at $47.50 an ounce.
This PANAMA MINISTER RECALLED na
Panama,. Oct 4. President Arose-methe highest price on record, and In
states that at a cabinet meetdicates an advance of $5 an ounce
desince the first of the year.
Local ing yesterday afternoon it was
minister
Panama
recall
the
cided
to
a.
dealers predict
further increase.
Por-ra-s,
At today's quotations platinum is the United States, Dr. Belisario
satisnot
was
as
the
government
worth nearly two and a half times as
The foreign
fied with his servic-r- ,.
much as gold.
secretary, Dr. Frc-- rick Boyd, voted
SCHLEY'S FUNERAL TOMORROW against the recall.
Washington Oct 4. Funeral ser
vices for Admiral Schley will be held
TOD Y'C GAME.
R.H.E.
in St. John's church here tomorrow
At Phiadelpl.ia
i 7 3
afternoon. The interment will be in Boston
the National cemetery at Arlington. J Philadelphia
i 7
?

--
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BOGROFF, WHO
FIRED THE FATAL
SHOT,
KNOWS; HE IS DEAD

Stolypin Is dead. His assassin has
been killed. Over Russia hangs an
enforced silence It is forbidden to
discuss either the crime or the
But what is behind It all? What is
the real meaning of this newest mur
der? Who was the murderer and
what was he? Why did he do It?
These questions await an answer
and none is made; none save the palpably false replies offered by the secret police to suit their needs. And bo
another act ' is added to the black
drama of Russia, that land of constant mystery where men die strangely and others disappear.
The story of Eugene Azeff, the
was still fresh in the
public mind when "Stolypin fell by the
hand of the secret police. This was
the substance of the first reports.
Then came denials
and counter
charges, and at the end of them came
doubt as to what part the assassin
had really played.
Was this man Dlmltry Bogroff traitor or patriot? Was he driven by lofty
alms of service to a cause, or was it
a sordid hope of gain? Was be a creature "of political unrest? A eealot
crazed by his country's spoliation, as
Poland was, or more recently
arch-traito-

Or was he, as many have sought to

have us think, a Jew striking revengefully against the fancied oppressor of
his people? And why did he shoot
Stolypin, the premier, at the theatre,
when he knew that capture and death
were certain? Was he some Idealist
who welcomed martyrdom as did
America's Nathan Hale?
This man who put an end to the
life of the minister was a formally
bidden guest to the gala performance
at the Kleff theatre. He bore invitation card No. 406, made out In his
own name. More than that, he was
osentensibly there for a special purpose to preserve Stolypin from the
very death he met. And, above all,
he was listed in the czar's bodyguard.
For at least two hours that evening
he had not been more than 20 feet
away from the ruler, the czarina and
two of the royal children, all of whom
were seated In a box near that to
which Bogroff had been assigned.
In the face of the precautions tak
en to safeguard the czar's life, the
presence In the theatre of an assissin reflects either severly upon the
police or much credit upon the in
genuity of the assasin In overcoming
the difficulties in his path. The
are many and varied
Probably only Bogroff himself could
have told the real story.
He, too, could have told best how-hfirst became a revolutionist after
being enrolled at the University of
Kleff. Also what great influences
dragged him away from the training
that there Is no doubt he received
from his parents, well to do house
holders, his father being an advocate
and his grandfather having lived In
the city.
Parents Opposed His New Course
The boy had little to quarrel with
in life until the stories he heard as
a student and the studies he took up
made him first a questioner of the
conditions under which he lived and
e
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COOK'S

KOOFR.EE .

Its

Mrs.fJane
J&tenzieT&I.
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In the wonderful K C Cook's Book, Mrs. Janet
of Boston Cooking School
McKeozie
fame, tells every housewife how to become an expert cook how to prepare
you set
such appetizing dishes the family will got simply wild over what
""
before them.
The K C Cook's Book is illustrated in 9 colors, contains 90 tested and
proven recipes that will be successful every
'
titneii the few simple suggestions are followed.
SfcgVCAN GUARANTEE
The K C Cook's Book has been prepared
at an expense of many thousands of dollars,
and if purchased at a store would easily cost
50 cents, yet we give it absolutely free as we
want you to know exactly wnat a.
.canuis
K Powder is and wnat it will ao ior you in
your own kitchen. You need this won
I
derful dook it is oi viuu unpin wu
to every housewife.
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How to get the
CooK's BooK

MFG. CO.

Write your name and address
plainly on wis coupon. AtChicago. V tach the colored certificate
. i
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i
VST
I enclose ccrtificateX
Istnd the Cook s Bool
sending both to OS.
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THE NEAL TREATMENT
FOR
HAS BECOME

KNOWN ALL OVER THE

WORLD AS

.

The Only Cure

e.

Cure

Three-Da- y

SIGHT

ATTENTION

ITHJCZEOn

from
Completely Covered. Bandaged
Head to Foot. Dared Not Wash
Him. Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment 4 WeeVs and He Was Cured.

NEAL INSTITUTE
Phone 321

512 North Second Street
N. M.

FANCY WORKERS
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noticed an In"A f" dar f,eT hlrth
flamed pot oo our baby'a hip which noon
was
completely cov- spreading until baby
For
ears and scalp.
eight weeks' he was
bandaged from head to
He' could Dot
foot.
have a stitch of cloth
Our regular
on.
trig
physician pronounced it
chronic eczema. He is a
very able physician and
ranks with the best in
this locality, neverthe
less, the disease began spreading until baby
He was losing flesh
covered.
was completely
debo rapidly that we became alarmed and
cided to try Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
Cuticura
"Not until I commenced using
he
Boap and Ointment could we tell what and
looked like, as we dared not wash him,
I had been putting one application after
another on him. On removing the scale from
bis head the hair came off, and left him
entirely bald, but elnce we have been using
Cuticura Soap and Ointment he has as much
to
hair as ever. Four weeks after we beganwas
use the Cuticura Soap and Ointment he
could
entirely cured. I don't believe anyone
have ecieraa worse than our baby.
"Before we used the Cuticura Remedies
we could hardly look at him, he was such
pitiful sight. Ee would fuss until I would
treat him, they seemed to relieve him so much.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment stand by themselves and the result they quickly and surely
bring is their own recommendation." (Signed)
Mrs. T. B. Rosser, Mill Hall, Pa., Feb. 20, 11.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold throughout the world. Send to Potter Drug 4 Chem.
Corp., Dept. 29A, Boston,82-- for a liberal sample
book on the skin.
with
of each, post-fre- e,

needle-worke-

Assortments are wide and embrace all colors and all
strands and many prices.
'
Of course, we have wide assortments of stamped and unstamped linens, fancy pillow covers, scarfs,, doilies and towels.
About everything: in fact that the needleworker could desire-- all
the accessories, requisites, etc.

If you cannot supply your art embroidery needs at. this
store, you can hardly hope to do so at any other store in Las
is stocked with as large a stock of embroidery materials as you'll find in many of the
.

Veg-as-
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for this department though new
cities.
".

Come and inspect the new department

very-large-

'
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see the excellent variety of Fancy Goods

whether ou wish anything or not.

Royal Society

.

complete line
'.
of

Royal Society

Embroidery
Packages

Utility Wj

-

Embroidery Threads
all colors

of every description
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were seized by the police had beIt was the recollection of Kuliabko'3
There trayed themselves by some mistake-t- hat eagerness to get Bogroff inside that
them.
seems to be no doubt that his ad'
Bogroff had been arrested 12 or made things look black for him after
vanced views were opposed by his 15 times; that on each occasion il the shooting when the attendants had
family, his father and mother and was increasingly difficult for him to time to recollect his actions. They
brother, pleading with him to abai- - obtain his freedom, and that It was did not- know the man thought that
dod the course he had laid
at such moments his pretended con in ordering them to let Bogroff pass
Russia, knowing what a nection with the police stood him In he was assuring the safety of Stolynursery of revolutionists the unlver- good stead.
pin, whose assassination he had been
sities are, keeps an eye on them and
warned to expect.
Put on Trial by the Terrorists
Kleff was among those watched. The
But that the seeds of suspicion had
That Bogroff disdained to avail
official eye saw young Bogroff over taken firm root In the minds of the himself of any pretext to prolong bis
come an antipathy shown by the stu revolutionists is shown by the fact life Is shown by his action when, at
dent body because of his Jewish that on August 31 he had been sum- the Inquest the day following the
blood, although he did not profess moned to St. Petersburg
by the shooting, Count Ptotocky was unable
that faith, and gain in popularity un- ''Fighting Section of the North" revo- to Identify him . positively as the astil he was the recognized leader of lutionists, who said that his f atih sassin.
younger members and head and front had been, questioned and that he
"I'm the man who shot him," Bogof the Students Central committee must prove Its purity. The proof, or roff exclaimed "Have no fear of miswhich preaches the doctrines of re death, they said, and Bogroff miist takes. I do not deny It," He refused
volution.
have smiled since he knew that proof the aid of counsel throughout.
It is to be noted that along with the was death. He knew, too, that when Hanged 11 Days After the Murder
other fabricated stories given out by the revolutionists pronounce death
He shot Stolypin on September 11.
quasi-officisources, goes the one upon a man he cannot escape, no mat- His victim died on the 18th. He was
that Bogroff is a Jew and that on his ter In what quarter of 'the world h tried on September 20 and was hang
last day he asked for the services of seeks haven. To his mind there must ed on September 23. .
a rabbi. Careful Investigation on the have come the thought of Azeff, who
As Stolypin lay dying his
part of the leading English and was aided In his Jligbt from. Russia aift's parents telegraphed thir symFrench newspapers has shown that by the secret police and who drop- pathy to him and their horror over
BogTofTs grandfather had been con ped out of sight for months only to what their son had done. To some
verted and that Bogroff and his fath- reappear as the victim of an assassin's this seemed a subterfuge, but to those
er before him had been reared in the knife at Wiesbaden the sentence who know the family conditions it
established church. His grandfather had been carried out, Azeff had been was a message of sincerity that came
was the author of a well known book, a terrorist among terrorists and a as a climax to the years of opposl
The Diary of a Jew."
spy' among the spies, until both sides tion they had felt for the course their
Friends Begged Him to be Prudent proved he had been unfaithful to son had followed.
It was at the time that he reached them and he had to flee. What help
The story that Bogroff was a dis
his ascendancy In the college corps he goi in his fight from the police credited police spy is believed to bo
that a new chapter was begun in his was less because they loved him the machination of .one section of
life's book, a chapter that Bogroff than that they feared him.
the secret service jealous at another
himself could explain best His demSo Bogroff accepted the test. He It is generally accepted that he main
eanor-was
one of such frankness was told that Stolypin had been se- tained a police connection for a cover,
and. candor, his opositlon to the gov- lected "for removal" and that the and now that it has been exposed the
ernment so openly stated that the opportunity to be seized upon was police are seeking to make It appear
most fanatical of his associates beg the czar's visit to Kleff, a few days an actual, not merely an. apparent
ged him to be more prudent that his thereafter, when a memorial to his connection.
denunciation and death or exile was father, Alexander II., was to be unIn Germany the newspapers are
certain unless he altered his bear veiled.
treating the episode as best suits
Told Police Chief of the Plot
ings.
their policies rather than In the light
But Bogroff only shook his head
He returned to his native place1 and of the actual facts. The Vorwaerts
and, Ignoring the cautions, continued went at' once to Colonel Kullabka, of Berlin, the central organ of the
In his virulent course. His example chief of the secret police, with whom social democrats, under a heavy head
was Inspiring he could preach fire he had had dealings, and to him told called, "A Fearful Warning,"
sees
and not be burned, so why could not of the plot, to assassinate the premier Bogroff as a zealot carried away by
others. Students flocked to his stand- He unfolded it In all Its details save the belief that he was serving hla
ard and by "underground cable" his only one he neglected to aay that country. It prophesies a serious disname became familiar in all the re his hand was the one to pull the trig turbance throughout Russia and says
:
volutionary centres throughout
ger.
Stolypln's death Is the beginning of
This Information, in connection a carefully planned revolution that
Presently his continued escape with other material in the posesslon is to have its budding In 1913.
from official Interference became too of Colonel Kullabko, persuaded the
Fear it Means a Revolution
marked not to be observed. Then he latter that two terrorists, on-- a wo
Even the conservatives among the
explained that he had won the con man, Nina Alexandrovna, were select German journals fear the killing of
fidence of the police by pretending to ed for the deed.
These two were Stolypin means a formal "revolution.
Join them as a spy. This was by no known to his ally, Bogroff, so who In characteristic, thorough
fashion
means an uncommon expedient for better than he could protect not only they point out bow Stoly pin's" governthe revolutionists, although a dan the minister president but his august ment has failed and how his reactiongerous one, and his story was believ master as well?
ary tendencies have kept alive all the
ed, especially after he had demon
It Is evident from the testimony of fires of unrest that Witte had almost
strated that in truth he was hand In witnesses "who can be relied upon that extinguished. Of. M. Kokoxtzoff, who
hand with the secret section, as the Bogroff contemplated a greater vie succeeded to the prime ministership,
tim after he had obtained entrance one remarks that he was the man
political police are known.
Foes Say he Was Tool, of Police
to the theatre. Why stop at Stoly- who said:' "I thank God we have no
Thus far in the recital of Bogroff's pin; why not kill Nicholas? he asked constitution in Russia."
With a thinly concealed effort to
story his friends and his foes are himself If his actions spoke truly;
agreed upon the salient points. From for he was observed to look long at inflame its readers into the
then on they divide. His enemies say the royal box and In the first entre
it preaches, one Berlin paper
that he played Into the hands of the acte to leave the theatre and Inspect says Bogroff was Inspired In his deed
police by exposing to them his com- the private exit of the box as If hop by Stolypln's nationalization of Rus-cia'- s
rades, whose confidences he had gain- ing to gain access to those within
credit. By going to the people
ed for that purpose. Thus many of in that way.
for Its funds the government would
those he knew in the student body
This came near saving the life of eliminate Jewish bankers from the
disappeared. Those who attack Bog- Stolypin, for when Bogroff sought to situation and financiers would lose
roff say his arrests were merely
the theatre he was held up their usual profits. Therefore Bogblinds intended only to deceive his because he had no ticket. In vain he roff, as a capitalistic tool, killed the
associates into thinking he, too, was explained he had Just surrendered It. author of the plan. Even Jhe most
incurring danger.
gagged over this
They would not let him in. He show rabid
But those who believe that Bogroff ed his private credentials from the morsel.
died as he lived true to the cause of secret police; still they were obdur
How little is known of the acutal
liberty which he thought he was serv- ate. It was only when Colonel Kull- life of. the murderer is shown by the
ing in bringing about the death of abko himself came out and in an ex fact that French, Engllsih, German
Stolypin Bay that these reports are cited manner ordered that the young and American papers all spell his
black libel upon his name They de- man be permitted to enter that he name differently. Some employ Bog'
clare that those of his comrades who was passed in.
roff, some Bagroff; some double the

then a rebel against

that is good and
This store is now headquarters for
desirable for fancy needle workers. Here are the silks, perle
r
lustres, linens, curds, etc., that the particular
likes.
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Tho Leading Brands ofHfph Patent Flour
Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
'

by

Charles Ilfeld Company
New Mexico's
Largest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
brands Even our Competitors
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

00-

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

&

-

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success. ,

m

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what
they want when
'
they want it.
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Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

Done

Pain
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That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely free
from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages o! any
kind whatsoever. It is administered
WITHOUT HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS
Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more healthy
condition. The man's health is decidedly improved,
The Neal Treatment has been officially adopted by the
government of Australia and other state governments and
Sixty-OnInstitutes are now in operation or opening in the
United States and foreign countries.
V Literature and lull information will be
furnished upon application

The Original Neal
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r. others painted it
Bragraff, while love you, and don't
certain German papers persist In Physics that irritate resort to harsh
and Injure. ReBagrow. Only one paper, IEcho tie member that
disorder of the,
every
Paris, with French love of the little stomach, liver and
intestines can be
intimate touches, described Bogroff quickly cured

by morning with gen.
the tie, thorough Cascarets
they work
while you sleep. A
box from
your druggist will keep you and the
entire family feeling good for months,
CASCARETS CURE A
...
cmtay.
w taue
cascarets, be.
BILIOUS HEADACHE """"
cause they taste good and never
gripe,
or sicken.
Gently but thoroughly clease your
Liver, Stomach and Bowels and
you feel great by morning.
?
UTAH READY FOR TAFT
Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct 4. Tha
You're bilious, you have a 'throb- Utah
metropolis is rapidly getting into
bing sensation in your head, a bad its gala attire for the
taste ia your mouth, your eyes burn, entertainment tomorrow reception and
of PresideBf
your skin is yellow, with dark rings Taft. All
public buildings and many
under your eyes; your lipa are business houses
and residences are
parched. No wonder you feel ugly, being profusely decorated.
The peer
mean and
Your sytsem Pie of Salt Lake
will celebrata
City
is full of bUa not properly passed on, the
president's visit as a
and what you need is a cleaning up
and Jt is expected thousands of
inside. Don't continue being a bilious
people, will come in from the sur-- .
nuisance to yourself and those who
rounding country for the occasion.
as "young and good

rest said nothing.
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ing to criticize a poetical composition without a fortune to a fortune withfrom the royal hand. ' Dionj-giuafter out a man.
a time sent for PhiloTene and had
SlmonideB, the lyric poet, said that
read to him the second time this he had often repented of having spopoem. To the first few lines rhilox- - ken, but never repented of having
ene listened with patience, but the held his tongue.
Alcibiades cut off the tail of a flue
reading had not gone much further
before he rose and dashed forthe dog which he had accompanying him
door. When asked where he was go- on ail his promenades. Some friends
ing, he exclaimed: "Back to the qua
told him that all Athens was Joking
rles, your majesty."
about the absurdity of the spectacle
At a banquet, Dlonysius, wishing to of a magnificent dog minus a tail.
FAMILIAR SPECIMENS OF MODaffront Plato, placed him last at the "That is exactly what I wish," said
ERN
HUMOR TRACED
TO
table. He then said to his courtiers: Alcibiades. "I want the people to so
CLASSIC GREEK
Plato will probably have much to concern themselves about the dog
you."
said say of us when ho returns to A"thens." that they will have no time to conAt another time PausanlaB
It would be hard to say which age that the best physician was the one "I hope," Plato rejoined, "never to be jure up slanderous things to say about
saw the birth of the first joke. No who dispatched his patient with the so at a loss for a subject of conver- me."
doubt, man had some sense of humor least possible suffering.
sation that I should not find it necesPhilip of Macedonia, after the bateven during his struggling
tle of Chaeronea, where he defeated
Pausanias, strongly disapproving of sary to speak of you."
days. Expressed most likely, in a certain physician and his methods,
Dlonysius repeatedly refused to the Greeks, sent a boasting and Insohorse play or In and berating him in no mild terms, grant Aristippus a favor.
At last lent letter to the King of Sparta,
practical jokes rather than in keen was asked by a friend how, as he Arlstlppus humbly prostrated himself Archidamus, the king, sent this causJest and witty reparteee.
had never consulted that particular at the feet of the king and renewed tic rejoinder:
"If thou wilt measure;
The philisopher thy shadow that wilt find that it hath
Very likely the first jocular utter- doctor, could he be sure of his statet-ment- bis supplications.
ance had origin In the form of criticPausanias answered, "Well, was reproached for this servile grov-- j not Increased In size Blnoe thy vicism on the personal apeparance, dress had I consulted him would I be living eling. "You should not blame me but; tory."
manners, or customs of others. A sort today?"
Ambassadors from a besieged town
Dlonysius, who has ears In his feet,"
of corrective censure, one might say,
A Scythian king, seeing a man dur was his apology.
were treating with Alexander on the
on those who dared to depart from ing a snowstorm entirely nude, asked
One day Arstlppus asked Dionyslus terms of surrender. Alexander orderthe accepted rules of the community. him if he was not cold., "And you," for money. "But," said Dlonysius, ed that Acuphls, the eldest of the am
The works of the ancient Greek responded the man, "is your face "I've always heard it said that a phil- bassadors, should be the governor of
and Roman authors abound in Jects. cold?". '"No," answlered the king. osopher never has need of anything." the town, and that he should send
A great number are severely person- "Well, I am face all over," was the "We will discuss that point, sirel but
immediately as hostages 100 of the
N
al, of a cutting and sneering kind. naked man's rejoinder.
first give me some money," Aristip- best citizens. Acuphis then smilingOthers are mere puns and verbal
Of law and the "law's delay" these pus said. The request acceded to, the ly observed:
"Sire 1 could govern
jests, Incapable, of course, of being tales are recorded:
Immediately ejaculated: better if thou wouldst permit me to
philosopher
translated. But in many the fun deA woman, vainly pleading her case "Now you see, sire, I have need of send thee 100 of the worst citizens
pends entirely on the sense or rath- many times before Philip of Mace- nothing."
instead of 100 of the beat'
er, nonsense of the thing. As we read donia, received at every refusal the
At a call to arms in Epartar.
Nor Is the vogue of that most mothem the antiquity of many of our reply that he "had not the time."
who was lame, offered him- dern of all forms of humor, the anpresent day Jokes Is brought to light, At last her patience gave out and self as a recruit When refused on swer to "foolish "questions," as moIn spite of their age, the humor In she said to him, "Then cease to account of his crippled legs, he ex- dern as it seems.
Carpathlus, on
these classical jokes is-- as
poignant reign." The monarch, feeling that claimed: "I thought you were look coming out of the theater, was asked
as ever. For instance, this quip from he had deserved this rebuke, imme
ing for me to fight, not to run away." if he had been in the theater to see
rnclent Greece, how appropriate and diately listened to her and rendered
There was a stranger-JSparta who the spectacle. "No," said Carpathlus
' f "11 of meaning to all ages:
the justice that her case merited.
prided himself on his skill In stand with a frown. "I was playing tennis
Archelaus, asked by a talkative bar
Anacharsls, the Scythian philoso- lng for a long time on one leg. One in the orchestra."
ber, how he would like to be shaved, pher, speaking of the laws of Solon, day when he was showing off h!! lit
replied: "In silence."
said: "They were like the web . of a tle trick, he called to a Sparcan:
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
And this, surely, we have heard be snider, very good for holding the "Hey! you can't do this." "No, but
In , the District Court, County of
fore:
weak, but allowtag the strong to, es every goose can." was the quick re San Miguel, September 18, 1911.
Gnathene of Athens was offered capev
Margaret McMahan
joinder.
some rather poor wine. When told
vs
No. 7333
A petty thief was being, led to pri
Diogenes, when asked what was
that its age was sixteen years, dryly son. Diogenes said to him: "Fool, the most suitable hour for dining, Benjamin B. McMahan.
remarked, "It's pretty weak for its
"If you are rich, when yon
The said defendant, Benjamin B.
why didn't you rob on a grand scale, said:
age."
then it would have been you that incase; if you are poor, when you McMahan Is hereby notlffed that a
A simlar jest is related of Cicero.
'
would be sending others to prison." can."
suit in Divorce' has been commenced
When- told at a banquet that the wine
in
of a person cloth
absurd
The
you in the District Court for
same
sight
against
This
cynical philosopher,
d
he was drinking was
ed or equipped with something allout entering a bath In which the water the County of San Miguel, Territroy
Falernian said:
"By my faith! It of
proportion to his size always gives was extremely foul, remarked that he of New Mexico, by said plaintiff,
bears its age welL"
wherein she
to a smile if not to some jocose (I'd not see why the people who bath- Margaret McMahan,
rise
And here Is the classical form of remark. One commonplace Jest is
ed there shouldn't wash themselves prays that by decree of the court she
the woman's age Joke:
'
the one about the small hoy wearing first.
may be granted an absolute divorce
Cicero, hearing the wife of a Ro- a very
Where
hat!
from the said defendant on the
favors
the
hat:
for
rivals
"Hey,
Two
large
youths,
man patriician say that she was but are
with that boy?" With of Gnathene, fell to settling their dif grounds of cruel and Inhuman treatgoing
you
5ft wira old. said:
"fO doubt 'tis the orator Cicero the
that her for
jest took this ferences with a fight. To the one ment and
true, ior it is iweuu jctio uuw w,i. form :
affair Gnath- - mer name of Margaret Segura be re
worst
the
of
the
getting
T have heard you say It'
ime cheeringly cried: "Courage. It' stored to hiT and for such other and
One day. seeing his short-staturJust as good as ever is this Irony
a long Bword, he nut a matter of who Is the strongest. further relief, etc., that unless you
wearing
hundred years ago:
of twenty-twenter or cause to be entered your apcried out: "Who, I ask, has attached but of who- is the richest."
The painter Apelles, who flourished
pearance In said suit on or before the
sword?"
her
with
to
that
.was
Gnathene
dining
my
in the time of Alexander, was shown
ISth day of November, A. D. 1911, de
are
flavor
the
prog
a
Of
who
"distinctly
antique
during
"rlend Dexlthee,
a picture by an inferior artist who
will be
these two tales of philosophers:
ress of the meal laid aside an tne cree Pro Confesso therein
boasted of having sketched it out in
rendered against you. '
mother.
her
for
morsels
Archytas, the Pythagorean philoso dainty
an exceedingly short space of time.
Hunker and Hunker, Las Vegas,
found Gnathene ironically observed: "It
T can see that very well," said pher, on his return from afar,
N. M., attorneys for plaintiff.
'vn
fared
better
have
his fields In a very poor condition. seems that I would
WILLIAM B. STAPP,
Apelles; "but I am surprised that you
inste.iJ (Seal)
They became so through the negli- had I dined with your mother
other
several
pictures
20-- 2
make
not
did
Clerk.
with you."
of the steward. He said to
exactly like this in the same space of gence
when they
him: "I'd give you a pretty gool
I some ambassadors
time."
An Irish soldier, placed on guard
a pas- had finished reading a long, weariWe are Indebted, according to tradi- drubbing if I were, not in such
over
a cannon, was found by his offsome harangue, Cleomenes, king of
tion, to this same Apelles for one of sion."
icer in a public house some distance
"I cannot recall the
A similar incident is told of Plato, Sparta, said:
The painter
our common phrases.
away.
sanof
of
of
misbehavior
first part
your discourse, and in
the
who provoked by the
had listened with patience
"How dare you leave your post?"
dals in a picture. But when the cob- a elave, said to his nephew, who was consequence I do not understand the was the stern rebuke.
bler 'began to enlarge the field of his standing by: "Beat that slave I am second part, and as for the conclu"Ah, but It's no consequence at all,
sion, I disapprove of it entirely."
criticism to other parts of the paint- in too furious temper to do It"
said the man.
plaze yer honor,"
Ancient writings are rich in leIn choosing a husband for his "There's no two men able to lift that
ing he received this rebuke from
s
Apelles: "" "Shoemaker, stick, to your gends of Dlonysius the Elder, tyrant daughter the Spartan Admiral
gun betwane, them, much less carry it
of Syracuse. He wrote poems and tralast."
chose one of a good 'reputa- off. Ah' if, there was more than two,
In "where the shoe pinches," the gedies. Once he sentenced Philoxene tion rather than another who was I know I wouldn't be a match for
to hard labor In the quarries for dar very rich, as he preferred a man them so' I kern, away, yer honor!"
ancient rendering took this form:

IS

HO

FATHER

OF THE FIRST

JOKE

There was general disapproval of
the actions of a Roman citizen who
had divorced his chaste, rich, and
beautiful wife. "But," said he, pointing to his foot, "here is a shoe, well
maue and brand new; no one but
myself knows where it pinches."
As today, in the days gone by the
doctors were made the target of the
Jester's fling:
Pausanias, the Spartan . general,
when asked by a physician how it
was that he was ever ill, exultantly
answered, "Because I never consult
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THREf

MAINE

MAY

ENDURE
INTERNAL EXPLOSION IS SAID TO
HAVE BEEN" INDICATED BY
RAISING OF THE SHIP.

Havana, Oct. 4. From the man
ner in which the work on the wreck
of the Maine Is proceeding, doubt la
expressed that the truth regarding?
the destruction of that vessel will
ever be known. The original plans
the removal of all
contemplated
water and mud within the cofferdam
exposing the entire .wreck to the
view of public, so that a definite conclusion as to the cause of the ex
plosion could be reached. This plan
seems to have been abandoned, and
the entire wreck will never be seen.
The
process for cut
ting away some of the debris la now
being made use of to remove the pile
of wreckage which marks the forward part of the ship, thus effacing
what some regard as the most valuable of all the evidence. The fragments which are being cut away from
this torn and twisted wreckage are
being Bent to sea on barges and
dumped, thus leaving the real secret
of the disaster to a rew men.
Of late there has been an effort
made to impress upon everybody the
newspaper men in particular, that
the findings of the naval buard or inquiry, which first investigated the
Maine disaster, have bton verified by
the recent work. Ingenuous remarks
and pointed suggestions have been
dropped here and there o make this
impression more lasting, .despite Ahe
fact that there is nothlns: tangible
to support it
A very careful study of the exposed wreckage for months establishes the conviction that all of the
destruction visible at this time was
caused by internal explosions. Every
twist of the frayed edges where it
has been torn .apart, lends credence
to this belief. It must be borne In
mind that the forward part of the
Maine was literally tumbled together
like a house of cards, and in this con
dition the wreckage finally settled on
the bottom in positions which might
lead a casual observer to accredit the
damage to an external explosion.
For instance, there Is a section of
the bottom which protrudes from the
mud vertically and which has led
some to believe that this could only
have been caused by an external ex
plosion, In confirmation of the orig
inal naval inquiry, yet the entire
piece is fringed with a ragged edge
in which all the shredded ends are
doubled outward.
This particular piece Is said to
be a piece of the keel, which is
merely an extra heavy "I" beam of.
steel to which the outer bottom and
the inner bottom plates were fast-
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

OFFER.

We Guarantee to Relieve
Dyspepsia.
If We Fail the Modlclne Costs

OFFER BIG

Nothing.
unquestionably prove to the
people that Indigestion and dyspepsia can be permanently relieved and
that RexaU Dyspepsia Tablets will
bring about this result, we will furnish the medicine absolutely free If
DAILY FLIGHT8 OF AVIATORS it falls to give satisfaction to any
one using It
ARE ASSURED AT FIRST
The remarkable success of Rexall
STATE FAIR.
Dyspepsia Tablets Is due to the high,
degree of scientific skill used in de
Tha
Albuquerque, N. M.. Oct
vising their formula as well as to
officers of the New Mexico fair asso the care exercised In their manufacciation Wish tO assure th
nonnta ture, whereby the well known nrou- New Mexico through the news erties of Bismuth-Suhnltratand
papers that succesful aeropljane Pepsin have been combined with Carflights will be made at the state minatives and other agents, "
Bismuth-Subnltratfair, on Wednesday, Thursday and
and Pepsin are
Friday of fair week, October 9 to 14. constantly employed and recognized
by Charles F. Walsh, a Curtlss avia- by the entire medical profession aa
tor, in a Curtlss biplane. The Cur- invaluable in the treatment of inditlss Exhibition company must forfeit gestion and dyspepsia.
nond of $500 if Walsh falls to make
The Pepsin used In Rexall DvsDen.
less than one successful! flight to an sla Tablets is carefully prepared so
elevation of less than BOO feet each as to develop Its greatest efficiency.
day on which flights are scheduled. Pepsin supplies to the digestive ap
Walsh is one of the best known and paratus one of the most important
most daring of the Curtlss "speed- - elements of the digestive fluid. With
lust" squad and the people mar come out it the digestion: and assimilation
to Albuquerque .assured absolutely of food are impossible.
that successful flights will be made,
The Carminatives possess nroDer- unavoidable and -- "unfortunate acci tles which aid in relieving the dis
dents, of course being taken into con turbances and pain caused by undi
sideration. '
This combination of
gested (food.
Albuquerque, Dawson, Clovis, San these Ingredients makes a remedy in
ta Fe, El Paso and Amarillo are the valuable for the complete relief of
six clubs that will participate In the indigestion and dyspepsia.
baseball tournament. Because ' six
We are so certain of this that wo
clubs are in the race, it will be nec- urge you to try Rexall Dyspepsia
essary to play one game in the morn Tablets on our own, personal guaraning and a double header In the after tee. Three sizes, 25 cents, 50 cents,
noon on each day during the week. and $1.00. Remember, you can ob
The exhibits are to be splendid this tain Rexall Aemedies only at our
year. The officers of the association store The Rexall Store. E, G, Mur- are enthusiastic over the prospects phey.
for a successful fair and Albuquer
que is preparing to entertain the big
They were waiting on the corner
for the same street car, and after
gest crowd in its history.
each had growled about its slowness
in. appearing one of them said:
BRONCHITIS CONQUERED.
"Well, it begins to feel sorter fall-isTo
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Seventy Years Old and Praises Won- ' derful
Hyomel.
"I had a severe attack of La
It left me with bronchitis
Grippe.
and catarrh of my throat. I became
quite deaf in one ear so I could not
hear a watch tick. I commenced
using your HYOMEI and inhaler and
soon got relief. I have recommended it to many. I am- - over seventy
years old. I have told several prominent doctors what It did for me."
r. J.,
Wm. H. Mowder, Washington,
R. F. D. March 1G, 1911.
For catarrh, asthma, bronchitis,
coughs, colds and catarrhal deafness
HYOMEI is guaranteed by E. G. Mur-pheComplete outfit including inhaler and bottle HYOMEI $1.00, separate bottles HYOMEI If afterwards
needed 50 cents.

it?"

doeBn't

"Perhaps so," was thei cautious re"Shouldn't wonder if we had an.
early winter."
.
"H'm.;"
"The New Jersey weather prophet
predicts It He says It will come-earland hang on late."
"Yes?"
"And they are going to advance the
price of coal."
'
"H'm."
"And elothtne-O !a Dcnlno-Q tin "
'
'
"So?" '
"Ana meats are sure to take another Jump."
L
"Quite likely."
.
"But you don't seem to care.",
"No, my friend, I don't I belong
to four different pokef Jclubs and
can deal aces from the bottom ot
the pack, and why should I let th
A man fond of toasting health and little things of life worry me?"
wealth stands a better chance of los'
An enemy's sneer is often more
ing both.
helpful than a friends flattery.
If a man is rolling a barrel down
ened.
'
Among others the telephone comApparently when the magazines hill he can growl because It isn't
weaker
tore
the
shorter.
.
away
exploded they
panies don't believe lh free speech.
bottom structure on either side of
this "I" beam, which was evidently
broken in two places at the points
where the two explosions were most
violent' and possibly where there
were Joints, and as the heavier
wreckage of the upper structure still
attaches to this piece Is found its
During the summer most persons are annoyed with pimples,
resting place on the bottom, the boils, rashes or eruptions, while others suffer more severely with
fragment of keel was tilted at right Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some kindred skin disease.
All skin affections come from humors and acids in the circulation.
angles to its orignial position.
No indentation or mark of ouer The blood, as it circulates through the system, deposits these humors
force of any nature can, be seen on and acids in the sensitive membranous flesh which lies just beneath
this section of bottom, which is prob the outer skin. This acrid matter causes inflammation and a discharge
ably twelve feet above the mud, and which breaks through the delicate cuticle, and skin diseases are the
at its widest part perhaps five or six result. To cure
any skin trouble the blood must be freed from all
feet, being somewhat oval shaped acids and
and for this purpose nothing equals S.S.5. This
humors,
Forward of It is a pile of wreckage
blood
great
completely removes every particle of the impurity,
purifier
to
manner
in
a
In
twisted
preclude
and
in tnis way permanently cures skin diseases.
enriches
the
blood,
the minds of many any belief of ex
cures
S.
S.
S.
it purifies the blood and ,thus does away
because
ex
If
an exterior
ternal explosion.
with
on
cause.
Book
the
skin diseases and any medical advice you
was
for
the
tnagaresponsible
plosion
sent
is for sale at drug stores.
desire
S.S.S.
free,
zlne explosions, no evidence of it hay may
THE
SWIFT
SPECIFIC C0 ATLANTA, CA.
discovered.
been
yet

WRITER'S HUMBLE PLEA
Washington, Oct. 4. A cry of distress, a plea for struggling genius,
has reached the, postofflce department
from Adams county. Pa. Here It Is:
"Sir: Allow me to call your attention to the fact that manuscripts of
us poor devils that are trying to make
a living by writing stories Is eimply
merchandise, and often very unsalable merchandise at that, You compel us to pay first class rates on it
That Is not fair, and the consequence
is that we find the extortions of the
express companies 'cheaper than the
mail. We ought to have a rate of
two ounces for one cent; instead we
must pay once for half an ounce.
Won't you have this Injustice remedied?

"If you adopt my airship' you can
afford to haul a pound for a cent for
us. Yours,
WILLIAM
A

A. MORTON.

woman expects romance, out of

love and gets housekeeping.
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MYSTERY OF THE BIBDftlEN MADE TO

FOR SUMMER
SKIN DISEASES

M

GERMAN-MILLE- D
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ILUUbi

the answer to
every Bakirg Problem.
It's Finer-Whit- er
arvd More Uniform:
Made by LARABEE'S

Famous

GERMAN

PROCESS.

A ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACKy

Gross, Kelly 2l Co.
Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It
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ITALY AND TUUKEY
ESTABLISHED
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EGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

NEW THROTTLE IS

After a brief prelude in which talk
movements has done
PUBLISHED BY
duty for diplomacy, Italy has come
A
THE OPTIC PUBLI8HIMQ CO.
suddenly to the point and declared
f IHOORPOUATCI
war upon Turkey So short was the
MVM. PADGETT
EDITOR period of discussion, and so familiar
I
have we become with the game of
blufT as played by European powers,
it is difficult to realize . that Italy
meant exactly, what she said.
MADE BY SANTA FE SUPERINEntered at the Postofflce tt East
from
would
she
that
Apart
6aying
TENDENT OF MOTIVE POWER
las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmit
Ion through the United States Mails occupy Tripoli by force, if necessary,
IN TOPEKA SHOPS.
as second class matter.
it has been almost' as difficult to understand Just what are the ostensible
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
W. F. Buck, superintendent of mogrounds of her threat wThe charge
DAILY BY CARRIER
tive
power of the Atchison, Topeka
that fanaticism has been exposing
OS
Per Copy
& Santa Fe, does other things beItalian
can
be
to
subjects
danger
15
One Week
sides sit in his office or business car
66 little more than a concession to the
Ow Mouth
dictate to the heads of his deand
of
ethics
which
Ou
modern
Year
$7.60
expansion,
demands' that something like an partments over the 10,000 miles of
DAILY BY MAIL
Superintendent Buck is an
Cn Year
$6.00 equitable reason, however foreign to lines.
of many mechanical devices
inventor
Six Months8.00 the real motive, be given.
It Is (obvious that ithe real im uted In the railroad work. Some of
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
pulse actuating this appeal to the his devices are in use all over the
GROWER
fierce arbitrament
of , the sword Is country and many of them are still
One lear
....$2.00 the desire for a
outlet for in the experimental stage.
nearby
Bix Mouth
1.00
The latest Improvement in methat portion of her population which
(Cash In Advance for Mall
refuses to stay at home. Italy has chanical construction to be originSubscriptions.)
Mr. Buck is what will be
ated
Remit by draft, check or money been a heavy loser" by emigration io called bythe External Throttle. It is
and
Is,
therefore,
anxljus
America,
order. If sent otherwise we will not
be being made in the Topeka shops and
that Borne place, nearer hom-Oe responsible for loss.
to a
Specimen copies free on application. found for the wanderers, so that they has been applied successfully
It
of
locomotives.
Santa
Fe
number
taxation
for
still
available
be
may
ALL TA.PBR3 DISCONTINUED AT and service.
all over the
attention
is
,'
attracting
M
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
With a protectorate In Tripoli, se- country.
PAID FOR.
In the usual locomotive practice
curing greater Industrial freedom for
In the dome that is,
Advertisers 'are guaranteed the her citizens than Is possibla under the throttle is
of the throttle that is not
that
evea
dis
be
nr-f- f
part
she
Turkish
rule,
and
might
circulation
weekly
dally
r
i.iy newspaper in Northeastern posed to offer inducements to intend understood by the average railroad
Se
tirlco.
passenger. The throttle controls the
ing emigrants to settle there.
The potential wealth of the cov flow of steam from the boiler in
to cylWEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1911. eted province is enormous; its actual which the steam is generated
production is a trifle and a sorry r inders of the engine in which the
flection upon the commercial inapti steam does its work. In its usual
tude of Turkey, whioh has ruled the location in the dome of the engine
the throttle Is Inaccessible and in
territory for 3G0 years.
Had the negotiations permitted it ctse of accident to the throttle or
the rest of the world might have felt necessary repairs much time is exinterested in seeing that du.3 consid pended in getting at the throttle.
Naturally steam pressure has to
eration was given to the tights of
Turkey, whatever they may be, but be reduced or the boiler has to be
with the sword drawn its interest ii Mown off" In the vernacular of the
limited to the wish that ther-- may railroad man, before a man can en
be the least possible bloodshed and ter the boiler and work on the repair
that the nation will win which can of the throttle. The only access to
give guarantee of the best govern- the boiler in this case is through the
ment for all concerned, and permit deme in which the throttle is located.
For a man to get into the boiler.
the "fullest development of the wealth
STATE TICKET
FEPL'QLICAN
the dome must be opened and the
of the province.
400,000 throttle removed, all requires time
When something like
For Governor
less and labor. To overcome these varInhabited
are
miles
by
square
HOLM O. BURSUM.
than a million people producing only ious difficulties and provide a pracFor Lieutenant Governor
an average of.qOiOOO. per year, tical and accessible throttle, Mr.
'.l.'LAQUIAS MARTINEZ.
there must be a grlevfjui waste of Buck has devised what is known as
For Secretary of State
the Buck External throttle.
natural resources.
S'TOUNDINO ROMERO.
This throttle is located outside of
However,.tUeHaEll.j deeply conFor State Auditor
cerned by the report that the war the boiler, very close to the cylinders
W. G. SARGENT.
will drag in other powers. For this It not only overcomes the .undesir
For State Treasurer
fear there Js. rKtieu JusliQcAtlon. Eng- able features of the old form of
P'LVESTRE MIRABAL.
land has no t?ause, torf interfere and throttle but by virtue of the throt
For Attorney General
neither France nor Germany, in tle beiDg closer to the cylinders the
FRANK W. CLANCY.
view of their own troubles in Mo- control of the locomotive by the enFor Superintendent of Public Instruc- rocco, can afford to. Should Austria gineer is more delicate.
So far the use of this Bucil ex
tion
carry out some of her
throttle has been In connecternal
would
ANDREW B. STROTJP.
be
compelled
threats, Germany
locomotives using supertion
with
For Commissioner of Public Lands to say things, but' she is in no posiROBERT P. ERVIEN,
tion to do them.! Nor are there any heaters. It has many peculiar adenFor Supreme Court Judges
apparent reasons for interference on vantages in use on a superheated
throttle
the
external
one
With
gine.
of
other
FRANK W. PARKER,
the part
powers.
Since the fall of the old regime in superheater is always charged with
CTARENCH J. ROBERTS,
which not
EDWARD R. WRIGHT.
Turkey a new situation has arisen. live steam a condition
There is no longer the inducement, only tends to protect the superheater
For Corporation Commissioners
held out to certain. European power from excessive heat but makes ths
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
to bargain-wit- li
nib Sultan in the locomotive more active in starting.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
In case of an accident on the road
M. S. GROVES.
hope of using Turkey for their own
which
Ordinarily would cause the lo
ends.
For Representatives In Congress
to "go dead" and make it
comotlve
not
YoungT
Turk party has
The
GEORGE CURRY,
5
to provide another ' enin
necessary
its
been
consplcuonslyBTiccessful
ELFBGO BACA.
to
handle
the train, with the exa
demonstrated
gine
rule, but It, has
ternal
throttle
a
as
emergency repairs
used
to
be
unwillingness
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE healthy
tool In the hands of former govern- could be made and th same engine
QUALIFICATION
could be used to haul the train to
V v
ments.
Meanwhile war isTtlli what Sher- the terminal. This not only saves
The democratic bluelballot leaders man once so aptly tJeVfried It, and we time for the passengers on the train
are trying to deceive the voters by trust that, havttfi$p$e- quickly, it but provides economy for the railway
'
stating that it is necessary to first will as quickly . en4i If it is a short company.
,
blue-ballthe
in
amendment
adopt
The new arrangement also makes
campaign, we may- be spared that
order to get rid of the English lan worst of the terrors, a general up- It easier. and quicker for the inspectguage qualification, which was placed rising of fanatical islamlsm against ors of the Interstate Commerce Com
in the constitution under compulsion Christianity.
mission to Inspect the locomottvea- f the enabling act of congress.
It conforms more readily to the laws
This Is not true.
made by the United States governThe republican majority provided,
ment
FIRST: BISHQP INSTALLED.
in the constitution itself, a way to
For the information of railroad
Toledo, O;, Oct 4xiithe presence
get that clause out of the constitu of high dignitaries or the' church and men, M. H. Haig, mechanical engi
tion. The blue ballot baa nothing to practically, alf the clergy in the dio- neer of the Santa Fe, with tieacrquM
do with it Article XIX of the con- cese, the Rt; Rev; Joseph Schrembs ters in Topeka, has prepared the folstitution, being the Article on Amend was today installed as 'first bishop of lowing detailed description of tha
ments. provides that by a majority the new Roman Catholic diocese of throttle:
The Buck External Throttle has
vote of the legislature the question Toledo. The ceremony was held tn
of changing any part of Article XXI St Frances de Sales church, which been devised to) overcome the
common to the usual arof tfie constitution (being the com- - was filled, to overflowing with inter
.
which
United
States
with
the
ested spectators. Bishop Richter of rangement of throttle havlngi connecpact
we were compelled to make, and Grand Rapids preached the Installa- tions within the boiler shell. lh
which contains the language clause), tion sermon. The, tew; bishop was throttle valve is the same as with
may lie submitted to the voters at any born in Bavaria arid came to Ameri- the throttle located iu the doma and
time, and ratified by a majority vote ca in 1877. For sometlme past be the throttle lever Is equally conveniof the people who vote on the ques has filled the position of auxiliary ent to the engineer. The throrle box
tion. The congress of the United bishop of the diocese ot Grand Rap 13 placed outside of the boiler and
la located as near the cylinders as
States has consented to strike out ids.
practical construction will permit.
that clause in the enabling act, and
This throttle was designed pri
In oar constitution, and the republi
COLONEL NEWCOMB RETIRES.
marily for use with locomotives
can rprtv is pledged to promptly sub
Washington, Oct. i. After more
How
mit the question to the people-a- t the han 33 years service, Colonel equipped with superheaters.
to lo
is
it
ever,
applicable
equally
Btate
session
of
-the
first
legislature. Warren P. Newcomb of the Coast
comotives using saturated steam, and
Tt is they would have done just the
Artillery Corps was placed on the Is suitable for the designs of supersame if the blue ballot amendment retired list
today on his own applifor either high or
T
litfcl
been proposed. It will be cation. Col. Newcomb is from Con- heaters arranged
low degree of superheat
done just the same' when the people necticut and was graduated from
The throttle is. secured beneath
vote 'i"T?'n the blue ballot proposition, West Point in 1882. His entire serthe
superheater on the outside of
and .v Vrj repudiate Its authors at the vice has been In the artillery, in the boiler
shell. Communication with
comlPj election.
which branch be reached the grade the superheater is by means of a
of Colonel last March. His last com- hole through the shell. Above the
mand was that of the artillery dis superheater is a connection to a largo
A rTi might much better lose his trict of the Columbia, jwitb. headquarglobe valve, and this, in turn, is conters at Fort Steven,' Ore.
Jatchkey than forget his excuse.
nected to the dome by an outside
of battleship
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Short steam pipes lead from
pipe.
the throttle to the cylinder saddle
casting. The throttle is operated by
a bell crank connected with a reach
rod leading to the cab.
The throttle 's supported by a carl
steel saddle, riveted through its
upper flange to the boiler shell. The
throttle box is bolted to the lower
flange of this saddle, a steam tight
Joint between the box and saddle
being made by the usual form of
Joint rig. The throttle is controlled
by a stem passing through a packing
gland, beneath the throttle box.
Steam enters the throttle through
the saddle, and passe to the channels In the cylinder saddle casting,
through two steam pipes cast in one
piece with the throttle box.
To trace the flow, of steam from
the dome to the cylinder: Steam
leaves the dome by an outside pipe,
located above the boiler. Passing
through .a glpbe valve, it enters the
being led therefrom
superheated,
through the shaft saddle beneath the
superheater and so on through the
throttle, and short steam pipes, fln
ally entering the channels in the cylinder saddle casting, and passing to
the valve chamber. AH pipes are
.
properly lagged.
Saturated steam may be led to
the superheater header, either by an
external pipe from the dome, or by
the usual inside dry $ipe. From
the header, superheated steam Is led
to the throttle by two .steam pipes.
similar - to the common form of
smoke box steam pipes.
The external throttle is readily ac
cessible at all times for Inspection
and repairs. This feature, together
with the outside location of steam
pipes and connections. Introduces a
desirable Innovation in locomotive
It places the Joints out
practice.
sidd of the boiler ehelL where stenm
leaks may be quickly detected and
where repairs may he made convent
ently. The Joints are removed from
the intense heat of the smoke box
that tends to .cause leaks, and In
the event of a leak the steaming
qualities of the looomotlve are not
affected. With steam pipes inside of
the smoke box, leaks interfere with
the
the steaming by destroying
vacuum.
The accessibility of the throttle
provides many advantages.. While
the boiler Is under steam pressure
the globe valve near the dome may
be closed, thus shutting oft steam
from both the throttle and the super
heater. Repairs to these may then
be made without . the long delay in
cldent tq blowing off steam, cooling
boiler, removing . dome cap, etc.
Should the throttle become disconnected, either open or shut, it is
possible to get at It promptly. Tern
porary repairs may be made at once
and the engine proceed with Its train.
In case of such an accident with the
usual form of throttle It would be
necessary to kill the engine.
There Is no, stuffing box, glan.l or
packing for throttle rod In cab.
With the external throttle superheaters are always charged with dry
steam ready for delivery direct to
cylinders. This prevents loss ol time
for superheaters to fill before delivery to .cylinders. The engine is,
therefore, quicker in starting.
Maintaining steam continually in
the superheater provides still further advantage in, protecting the superheater and Joints from thi effect
of hot gases. With steam always in
the superheater the meta! parts will
not be burned so rapidly.
'Should the engine slip, the more
delicate control of the steam provided by the external throtiie will
stop the slipping promptly. There is
no long dry pipe and superheater
volume to empty before slipping can
be stopped.
The external throttle has been devised by Mr. W. F. Buck, superintendent motive power of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway
system, and a patent has beea granted him.

PREPA1EB BY
A PHYSICIAN.
Recommended by the Medical
Profession.

rets:

commis-

discussed.
Law enforcement, municipal insurof stocks throughout the morning
of
demonstrated the lack of de- ance bonds, the standardization
mand At present prices. The cover- municipal business and numerous
ing movement having ceased, the other matters pertaining to tha need
and requirements for municipal govmarket sagged of its own weight.
Prices improved in the second hour ernment will receive attention.
and the rally increased in force when
it became Vrtdent that the supply r.I
EPiSCOPALIANS MEET.
stocks pressing on the market wns
Milwaukee. Wis., Oct. 4.-third
exhausted for the time being. S.
annual council cf the fifth mission
:
Paul recovered 1
Union
Pac
and
or trie Episcopal
ary aepntttiieut
flc, Reading and United States Stee?
churches ot' the United States nas
a substantial fraction. The Canadian
to this city a host of bishops,"
group and Hill stocks showed con clergy ;nul laity from1 Michigan, In- splcuous strength, Canadian Pacific
selling two points above last night four sU'icS embraced in the depart- - "
and Northern Pacific one.
Bonds ment. A
holy communion- service in
showed Borne slight irregularity, with All Saints' Cathedral
preceded '.he
the American Tobacco issues lower. opening oi the convention this mornThe recoveries were maintained dur- ing. Bishop Webb delivered hu ading the noon hour.
dress of welcome at the Initial business session and anions the other
notable
were 2ihop
participants
IMPROVEMENT
MUNICIPAL
of southern Ohio, Bisnop
Vincent
Atlanta, Ga., Oct 4. The annual
Wlllipnis of Michigan, Bishop Ander.neetlng of the League of American son of
and Bishop Weller ot
Municipalities began here today with fCcnd nuChicago
Lac.
a good attendance of mayors and other officials representing many of the
'
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
leading cities of the United States
and Canada. At the initial session
Mayor Winn of Atlanta delivered an WANTED Good cook.
Apply Las
address of welcome and Mayor Brown
Vegas Hospital.
of Kansas City responded' for the visitors and delivered his presdential ad- WANTED Woman for plain cooking
dress. The convention will continue
and general housework.
Apply
over tomorrow and Friday. The sub- 1117 Eighth street.
ses-sfb-

NAMED FOR CONGRESS
J. W. HANSEN WILL RUN ON THE
SOCIALIST TICKET NOMINATED

!N

WILLED.

Wiliard, N. M Oct. 4. The socialist party of New Mexico, assembled
here in convention, has named a
state ticket.
After nominating the state ticket
given below, the convention adopted
a committee report on resolutions, reaffirming their allegiance to the
party, platform for abolition of war,
arbitration treaties for local and internal peace; for equal suffrage for
women, public ownership of public
utilities and other principles of the
national platform. Embodied in the
resolutions were a demand for a law
more clearly denning the duties of
the corporation commissioners, and
for a law to permit railroad men absent from their own precinct on election day to vote the state ticket on
presentation of a certificate from
their home election officials. On behalf of the delegates, the committee
expressed appreciation for the royal
hospitality extended by the residents
of Wiliard and adjourned sine die.
Following are the names for the
Socialistic ticket:
Governor Dr. T. C. Rivera of Cha- mlta, N. M.
Lieutenant Governor Charles
of Carrizozo, N. M.
State Secretary C. R. Cannon of
Demlng.
State Auditor O. K. Gore of
God-dar-

The

"

d

LAS VEGAS AGRICULTURAL

State Treasurer T. A. Chastain.
Superintendent of Education Mrs
Lurlyne Lane of Alto, N. M.
Attorney General A. J. McDonald
of Clayton.
Commissioner Public Lands W. C
.
Sharp, St. Vrains.
Corporation Commissioners W. T.
Holmes of Farmington, W. P. Met-call.
Albuquerque; J. Staggs,

Las Vegas October

FAIR

5-6-- 7"

Armory

:

Adults 10 cents Children 5 cents

Admission:

f,

Ros-wel-

GOOD PREMIUMS

Members in Congress J. W. HanEast Las Vegas, and'C. CutAztec.
of
ting
No supreme court nominations were
made.
sen, of

"THE BARRIER."
Kipling writes:
"There's never a law of God or man
"
Runs north of
atIt aptly describes the blood-remosphere of Rex Beach's "The Barrier." A play with the zest of life,
the rigor of the game, the reckless
daring of tthe adventurer, and a rich
vein of humor running through it
all. The tang of It will make ouv

Lots of Fun, Profit and
Pleasure for All

Fifty-three.-

1

d

1--

5

Pare on Railroad

Everyone is Coming.

Join the Crowd.

.

5

EES

f
'

i

,

.

j
j

Eiler's Big Scenic Production

Ten Nights in a Bar Room
Under Canvas

30-Peop-

le-30

Two Special

Scene From "The Barrier."

nostrils quiver, and we will look upon
the primitive instincts of mankind.
And the; plot centers around a heroine, with a supposed Indian taint in
her blood, and whose case is also
aptly fitted by Kipling's, "For the
colonel's lady and Judy O'Grady are
sisters under the skin."
To appear here on October 6.

v3l

Cars

Superb Concert Band and Orchestra
Papier Mache Snakes, Dragons,

etc

Remember the Date

SUITS

SHOES

COATS

UNDERWEAR

HATS

BEDDING

SWEATERS

DRY GOODS

In fad we carry ev'erylhinjj Ital oughl to be handled
by a first class up to dale
General Merchandise Store

i

Opposite
fI

J

Lots Vegans Friday Oct. 6

Do You Know Mr. Bacharach and flis Good

I geon and pharmaceutist f undoubted
!
repute in Europe.
i "is reiiicay,

E.

vy

NEW GOODS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

The best, safest Wl jyifectly harmless treatment f.r dyspepsia and diseases of the stomach an J intestines, is
prepared and prtstnUd 1o the puLlic
bv Saiz de Carlos, a i.li ciYinn cur.

gives prompt relief tn nil caeesofdisorderand
disca.9 of tlie difr.Uve functions, provided
there be no incural.-I- or.Tnnic deterioration.
Physicians who have prescribed Stumalix.
aa the sole medicine for their patients in ilys- pepsiaand otherstomuch troubles, report that
cases of thirty years' standing have readily
yielded to this treatment.
Stomallx makes n healthy stomach capable
vi periormmft irs wont uimiuea. it is bench-cen- t
in iU action, relieving pain and toning
the entire svlein it is until for the youthful
.
It corrects the ailments of
and ttie
ciuldrv. n. Hold by all Drugoistt.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
jeer, oi imjr government
New York, Oct 4. The movement sion will be exhausMvely

LAS VEGAS MAN

Castaneda

HoTel

BACHARACH'S

-

LAS VEGA9 DAU.Y CFTIC,

The Ff es cr I p 1 i on Is t

RECEPRON

Dresses
made of the best Serge
and Messaline Satin in
all leading shades
Ladies, Misses 'and
Children's Coats and
New

One-piec- e

PERSONALS

Samuel Magill cam in
from Katno on a business trip.
Mounted Tollpcman A. A. Sna left
The man , yha 'does the
this afternoon for Santa Fe on busi'
weighing, the measuring
ness.
the man' who knows how
R. R. Larkin will leave tonight on
Suits
and why the" man on
a business trip to Kansas City and
whom everything depends.
Plain
Changeable Chicago.
Our responsibility is never
J. S. Johnson was in Las Vegas
lost sight of for a moment
Messaline Satins in all from
his home in Wagon Mound yesin prescription filling. Every
.
colors
on business.
terday
our
prescription leaving
O. A. Larraiolo
returned this
' store is faultless from
.any
Belding's Yard-wid- e
afternoon for a trip of several days
standpoint that you may
to Santa Fe on business.
Guaranteed
take. You may feel safe
Pablo Lopes, of Maxwell City, who
and sure If we fill your
Ready-to-we- ar
has been in Las Vegas for several
prescription.
days visiting friends, left last night
Hats
for his home.
Rial Sanchet, superintendent of the
the
Come
new
and
see
things
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Mora county public schools, who lives
wish
whether you
to
in Wagon Mound, was In Las Vegas
Phone Main 3
not
or
buy
yesterday on business.
Mrs. Rebecca Flint left this morning on the California Limited for Los
Angeles, where she will make an exCANADIAN TICKET AGENTS.
Ste.1
tended visit with relatives.
Sault
Marie, Ont, Oct. 4. UpJames Quinn, who has been watch
ward of 200 members of the CanaPhone Main 101
man at the stock yards for the past
dian Ticket Agents Association were
fifteen years, left this afternoon on
present here today at the opening of
an extended trip to Boston and other
the association's 25th annual meetNew England cities.
The sessions will continue
ing.
E. E. Johnson was expected in from
three days, with President Joseph F.
The best cure for the man who
Dolan of Montreal presiding.
Kansas this evening where he has
thinks he knows It all is marriage.
been for a week on land business
Several Kansas farmers interested H
the dry farming land of New Mexico
will accompany him.
Ford.
Doepel of Rocky
Adolph
Colo., who for a number of years was
a baker at the store of Graaf & Hay
ward Is in Las Vegas, from his home
on a business trip and a visit of sev
eral days with friends.
Manuel P. Manzanares, editor of
the Fort Sumner Review, who Is a
candidate for the state legislature,
returned to his home In Fort Sum
ner this afternoon. He was a dele
gate to the state republican couvan
tion and after the sesslono remained
over In Las Vegas on business

RET)

WEDNt'lV,.

ECUMENICAL

FOR A

MINIS, u

BIDDEN
FARE
REV, J. W. ROS
WELL BY MEMBERS OP HIS
FORMER FLOCK

,

and

Satin

Street

Hoffman &

Graubarth

E

SllfotBBIjfl

dJJi

(SQDBlWDGSGBh-

Exhibits will be received for the wo
men's department of the San Miguel
county fair up to noon tomorrow.

Sudan Hud tflk

E

INSPECTING DISTRICT
Austin, Pa., Oct. 4. Governor John

(Gil TV

IC.
Tener, who arrived here last
night from Harrisburg, started today
cm his tour of inspection of the
'district, including the dam of
the Bayless Pulp and Paper company,
the going out of which on ' Saturday
resulted In the death, distress and privation which has overspread this vil-

lage.

Stronger than ever today was the
that the governor's visit Indicated that the state officials are
with a
looking over the situation
view of ascertaining their authority
in conducting an investigation as'to
the liability and responsibility for the
conditions of the dam.

EWER

opinion

Wo Hair the Goodi

J. PIEREP0NT,

GEHRING HARDWARE COMPANY

i

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

October 5th
.
'

I

''There's never a Law of God or Man
runs north of FiftyThree"KIPLING

'

if...

- Iff.

THE BAHHIEU
First Transcontinental Tour of
REX BEACH'S Great Story

of the Last Frontier
the Ru&ed Strength
of the Northland

A Play Teeming with

Direct from Its Long Rim at the Nw Amsterdam Theatre j
New York City. Complete Scenic Productlon.3 A Company of
Picked Player.

-

Prices; $1.50 S1.00 .50
Seats at Hurphey's and Schaefer's

"

NO DOUBT.

OCTOBER

Last night Rev. J. Xv Rose was
treated to a pleasant surprise In the
rorm of a farewell reception given to
him by the members ,bt the Christian Church at the home of Miss Myrtle Sohulu, 10t5 Sixth street. Over
40 members of the congregation turn
ed out to make the final reception to
i heir former
pastor a success. Mr.
Rose has taken up the work of the
state Bible school and, though Las
Vegas will be his home, he will be out
out of the city most of the time,
Mrs. Rose and their daughter ari
living at the home of MIbb Myrtle
Schults. The reception came at a
complete but pleasant surprise. The
crowd was a lively one and the even
ing was spent singing and playing
games. Several of the men In the
'
party made short talks. D. L,
of the
on
work
the
spoke
Christian church In Las Vegas and
Uev, Mr. Grimm, state secretary of
the church, gave an Interesting talk
on the work In the different parts of
the Btate. As a little remembrance
of his work In Las Vegas Mr. Rose
waB presented with a $10 gold piece.
He will leave Las Vegas to take up
hlB work the last of this week or
the first of next.

,

FIVE

UM1.

CONFERENCE.

Toronto, Ont., - Oct. 4. What 1
considered " by the leading bishops
and delegates s the most important
ccnolnvl of Methodists ever held In
the Western World began In this city
today with the formal opening of the
Fourth; Methodist Ecumenical
, The attendance includes 600
delegates representing England, Ire
land, Australia, India, Canada and the
United Btales. The sessions will con
tinue for two weeks, during which
time men of International
promin
ence, including public officials, labor
leaders, financiers and business men,
in addition to churchmen of wide
reputation, Will dlBCUBS the tasks of
Methodism la aid of temperance,
mislons, social service, the settlement of theological disputes, church
unity, world peace and better gov
ernment, child welfare, literature and
education, and methods by which
and women may help all these
cauBes In the largest ways,
lay-me-

BARNARD

"LADY AUDLEY3 SECRET."
London, Oct. 4. Receiving congratulations from several generations
of women and iirls who have wept
over the sorrows of the mlsuldd
heroine of "Lady Audley's Secret,"
the famous novelist,. Miss Braddon
(Slrm John MatVell), today observed
her seventyfri,H birthday anniversary at her txnhe at Richmond, one
of the loveliest spots on the river
Thames. Since she first began writing In 1SS0 a total of 79 novels, besides a large number of short stories
and several dramas, have come from
Mrs, BradJon's pen. The table on
which, she writes is the one on which
Wellington Wrote his dispatch describing the battle of Waterloo.

TEXAS W. C. T. U.
Dallas, Tex., Oct 4. Delegates representing the branches of the W. C.
T. U. throughout Texas have assem
bled In this city for the annua?, state
convention of the organisation. The
sessions were formally opened today
and will continue over Thursday and
Friday.

A Step
Toward Health

POSTUM
In place of coffce- -

Even a woman school teacher Is
glad to have a man try to teach her
the alphabet.

'There's a Reason"

GROUPS UNVEILED.

Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 4. The much
discussed Barnard statues, embellish
ing the facade of the Pennsylvania
state capltol, were unveiled today
with interesting ceremonies conduct
ed in the presence of an immense
crowd of spectators.
George Grey
Barnard, the designer of the statues,
was 'among thoe present The
program of exercises Included an Invocation by Rev. JoBeph It Barnard,
father of the sculptor; an address
of presentation by former Governor
William A. Stone, and an address of
acceptance by Governor Tener. A
chorus of 400 school children of Harrisburg sang several songs especially
INVESTIGATE
8Y8TEM.
written for the occasion and the exBoston, Mass.,, Oct. 4. The houBe ercises concluded with an oration by
labor committee, of which RepresenGeneral John C. Bell.
tative W. B. WllBon of Pennsylvania Attorney
Is chairman, came to BoBton today
to Investigate the workings of the
"IN A BAD WAY"
Taylor piece system which the
haB proposed to install In
all of the United States navy yard? Many an East Las Vegas Reader will
Feel Grat3ful for This Inforand arsenals. The system has ma',
mation
with the bitter opposition of the laWhen your back gives out:
bor unions and Its installation at the
Becomes lame, weak or aching;
Watertown arsenal recently resulted
When urinary troubles set in,
In a general strike of the machinists
Your kidneys are "in a bad way."
employed there.
Doan's Kidney PlllB are for sick
kidneys.
Local evidence proves their merit.
P. Clddio, 606 Grande Ave., Esat
FOOTBALL NOTES
Las Vegas, 'N. Mex., says: "I am as
strong In my praise of Doan's Kidney
Seven men on the Cornell team this Pills today as when I publicly testi
fied to their merit two. years ago. I
season are veterans.
' Joe Beacham, the old Cornell cap had a great
deal of trouble from
was a steady, dull
back.
There
now
my
at
head
is
coach
West
the
tain,
ache through my loins and right side,
Point.
Glenn Warner has 57 men In his and stooping caused sharp twinges.
squad o fCarllsle Indians, but they I believe that my work was respon
sible for the trouble, as I am obliged
are a little shy on weight
The Williams squad Is doing fine to sit In a cramped position so much
work under coach Fred Daly, 'who of the time. Prompt relief followed
the use of Doan's Kidney Pills, the
last year was captain at Yale.
It la said that the Princeton Tigers contents of one box completely cur
will run many of their plays from di- ing me."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
rect pass from center.
Foster-Mllbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
".Hurtry Up" Yost tfa said to be
the United
for
sole
New
agents
York,
at
a
team
better
this fall
building
Michigan than he has. had for several States.
Remember the name Doan's and
seasons.
no other.
take
freshman
the
Harvard
Gardiner,
tackle last year, looks good for a
place on the Crimson varsity eleven
GOOD ROADS MEETING,
this fall.
Roanoke, Va.," Oct 4. The third anRalph Sherwin, who played tackle
and vend In the Dartmouth varsity nual convention of the Southern Apeleven for four years, Is coaching the palachian Good Roads association
With
University, of Kansas team this fall. assembled In this city today
present from Virginia,
delegates
West Virginia, Georgia, Tennessee,
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, .
Lucas County., es.
Kentucky and the Carolinas. Dr. JoFrank J. Cheney makes oath that seph Hyde Pratt, of Chapel, Hill, N.
he la senior partner of the firm of
at the initial session this
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business C. presided
The
proceedings will conin the City of Toledo, County and morning.
State aforesaid, and that said firm tinue over tomorrow.
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
oi uatarrh that cannot be cured by
tne use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
' FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of DeCapital Paid in
cember, A. D. 1886.

Headquarters for

?

Bat-chel-

Smith My boy thinks hell be a
pirate when he grows up.
Jones Thinks there la more money
In piracy than anything else, ehT
Smith Yes; but I think he's got
A. W. GLEASON.
Morgan, the buccaneer, mixed np with (Seal)
Notary Public.
financier.
the
Morgan,
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter
nally, and acts directly on the blood
ana mucous surfaces of the system
WANTED TO LIVE.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
bold by ail Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
pation.

James C, Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
of Omaha, "Throws the Lariat"
Mayor Jas. C. Dahlman started his
career as a cowboy, and Is at present
mayor of Omaha, and has the followSheriff of Dawes Co,
ing record:
Neb., three terms; mayoi of Chadron,
two terms; democratic national com
mitteeman, eight years; mayor of
Omaha, six years, and in 1910 candt
date for governor of Nebraska. Writ
ing to Foley and Co., Chicago, he
says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and they have given me a great
Dr. Kurenon You haven't taken deal of relief so I cheerfully recomthe medicine I left for you. 8uch mend them." Yours truly.
JAMES C. DAHLMAN.
(Signed)
things make me lose my patience.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
The Patient I was afraid If I took Co.
It you would lose another of your pa"
tients.
Photoplay tonight, "Ten Nights In
a Bar Room," a great temperance
The way a man explains to his drama.
wife how a sinking fund works for
Most married people are In favor
public bonds it might as well be a
of an occasional peace conference,
flying machine.

SOUVENIR SPOONS
GOLD and SILVER FILIGREE
MEXICAN DRA WN WORK
ROBERT

J. TAUPERT

JEWELER and OPTICIAN

tlMtlWB

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Everything Made at Home.

,

Stylish and

Up-to-d-

ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

S.

;

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 Iba, ot More, Each Delivery
1,000 Iba. to C00O lbs. Each Delivery
200 Iba. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
M Iba. to 200 lbs Each Delivery
Lees Than BO lbs Each Delivery

20o par 104 lbs.,
25o per 100 lbs.
SOo per 100 Iba.
40o per 100 lbs.
Sto per 100 lbs.

AGU'AlPURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

a .i

--

.as

j, j.

a

w

NationaIi

a

FABHIC

Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs
AH

Styles.

yM

RAN SUE Y
Sizes 12 to la In
FbontZUIn.

ALTMORE
Front

IX

In,

Distributers

DICK

Surplus

$100,000.00

5"';:

J. M. CUNWNOHAM, Prldnt
h RANK SPRINCibH, Vic PrMldont

HOSKIN5. Cachlar

LAS;VEGAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
HOLD ON TO THE

DOLLARS
;

The Rule of Gold Bhould not replace the Golden
Rule. Yet money is a power, It will rule. And
you might as well be a part of the government.

THE SAVING DANK
should be visited every Monday, go that pay day
does not find you waiting for the only money due
you in the world,

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

'

V
WCj.EAY;

LAS VEC.A3 CT.f Y OPTIC,

OCTOBER

4, 19H.

WT

'

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County., ss.
THE LOBBY
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior, partner of the firm of
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
& Co., doing business
F. J.
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
THE
BEST
in the City, of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
of Catarrh that cannot be cured - by
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
On right hip- .
Branded' .
FRANK
J.
CHENEY.
,
Branded
On left Jaw
Sworn to before me and subscribed
On right ribs
brothers alwaya welcome to Ue
'Said animal being unknown to this in my presence, this 6th. day of De- CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
Branded
Joard, unless claimed by owner on or cember, A. D. 1886.
A. M. Regular comW. O. IWood, eacheTfl;
wigwam.
before Oct 14, 1911, said date being 10
A. W. CLEASON,
On right shoulder
and
munication
'first
David
chief 'of records aas
Flint
adthis
of
Notary Public.
(Seal)
days after last appearance
Branded
third Thursday in each
will be sold
Cure
collector
of
is
said
Catarrh
taken
Hall's
estray
intervertisement
wampum.
- On left ribs
hv this Board for the benefit of the nally, and, acts directly on the blood
month. Visiting brothowner ,hen found
and mucous surfaces of the system.
ers cordially Invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meet
second aat
Ear mark
t
CATTLE. SANITARY BOARD.
Send for testimonials free.
William H. Stapp. W. ii.; Chaa. H
L
fourth Tuesday evening of sack
J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to Uus 1st. pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct 4,1911.
Sporleder, Secretary.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
month a O. R.. C hall. VUltinj
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Pills for consti, Take Hall's Family
Brothers
are cordially invited. G.
'
2.
NO.
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14,
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before Oct
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pation.
being
Estray Advertisement
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D W.
TEMPLAR
,
KNIGHTS
It
Reg
whom
days after last apeparanoe of this adto
Notice Is hereby given
"Cowboy" Mayor
conclave second Tues-vertisement, said estray will be sold mav concern that the following de- James C. Dahlman,
Condon, Secretarj
of Omaha, ' "Throws the Lariat"
In
each month at M- by this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken up by
day
Mayor Jas. C. Dahlman started his
owner when found.
urn and third Tuescareer as a cowboy, and is at present onlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D F. O.
J S. Hately, Silver City, N. M.
SANITARY
BOARD.
CATTLE
2
N. M.
t:
One sorrel horse,
years mayor of Omaha, and has the follow- Boucher, 8. C.; Cbas. Tamme, Re
day cvtoinga eaca aiuntU, at Fra
Sheriff of Dawes Co. corder. .
ing Tecord:
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One red mare, 8 years
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pub. Sept
pub.
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old, 600 lbs., 5 or 6 feet.
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CHAPTER NO. 8,
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Estray Advertisement
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to tnls Omaha, six years, and in 1910 candiROYAL ARCH MA80NB Regular
Ward, ycreurr
Notice Is hereby given to whom !t Board, unless claimed by owner on or date for governor of Nebraska. WritSaid animal being unknown to this
convocation first Monday
Foley and Co., Chicago, he
Board, unless cleimed by owner on or may concern that the following de before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10 ing to "I
at
month
each
in
have taken Foley Kidney
says:,
KNIGHTS Of COtCMoi-i- .
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10 scribed estray animal was taken up by
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Temple, at 7: 0 p.
days after last appearance of this ad- Pills and they have given me a great
ad
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of
this
after
last
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G. G. Wofford, Cloudcroft, N. M.
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day
so
I
sold
be
will
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relief
of
said
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Rutledge,
cheerfully
A,
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estray
vertisement
vertisement, said estray will be sold
.Thursday in O. K. C uu,.
One cow and calf, about by this Board for the benefit of thr mend them." Yours truly,
P.; Chaa. H- - 8porleder.
by this Board for the benefit of the S
JAMES C. DAHLMAN.
buildlng. ViaUina mi'iiiier ur ,uf
(Signed)
4
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old,
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found.
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Number,
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owner when found.
owner
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O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug secretary.
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1st. pub. Sept. 23, last pub. Oct 4, 1911. .A "Medicine That Glvea Confidence.
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Is Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
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1. Meets every Monday evening
Mrs.
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Estray Advertisement
7ANTED Woman to do housework
Masonic
in
Temple.
days
Aflvertieemert
Estray
Notice ia hereby irtTen to whom it
Ear marks
Columbus, Kas., writes: "For a
hall on Sixth street All visitmm some cooking, in 'small family.
wm la hereby riven to whom It Ave.,
Agnee M. Ttijw, Worthy Matron;
may concern that the following denumber
of years my children have
debrethren cordially invited to at1103
following
the
concern
that
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ing
Eighth street
Ajiply
scribed estray animal was taken up by
to
been
Thomas B. Bowen. Worthy Patron;
One yearling steer, 300 lbs., 3 feet, scribed
coughs and colds. I
tend. Carl Carl Wert, N. G.; A.
estray animal was taken up by used subject
Jessie Bond, Corona, N. M.
Foley's Honey and Tar" ComBranded
Vlllanueva,
Mrs. Minerva A, HowelL Secretary.
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T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwooo.
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found
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every Monday eveunknown
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Said animal being unknown to tola
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vertisement, said estray will be sold before Oct. 14, 1911, said date being 10 had a severe case of kidney trouble
Vietting Knights are
of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
days after last appearance of this ad
day
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case
and
work
not
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Board
for. the benefit of the daye after last appearance of this
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cordially
vertisement, said estray will be sold by this
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by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
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FOT? SALE Soft coal or wood heat-inYour
Colds
Common
Take
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Estray Advertisement
stove. Phone Main 130.
Common colds, severe and frequent
Notice la hereby given to whom it
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Estray Advertisement
lay the foundation of chronic diseas
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Notice ta hereby given to whom It may concern that the following de
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throat
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Notice
hereby
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may concern that the following de
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was taken up by may concern that the following de- and may develop into bronchitis,
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4,
Crockett
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Parlor
Estray Advertisement
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken up by
Geam Moreno, Las Cruces, N. M.
t:
One gray horse, 7 or 8
years old, 750 lbs.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to Uus
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being Id
days after last appearance of thla ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
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j
Albuquerque, N. M.
'
Fivt cents par Una each Insertion. 1st pub.
30, last pub. Oct. 11, 11
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Estimate tlx ordinary words to a
line. No ad to occupy loao apaco than
Estray Advertisement
two lines. All advartlaomonta charjj-'s-d
Notice la hereby given to whom It
tM bo booked
at apaco actually may concern that the following deset. without . rogard to numbor of scribed estray animal was taken up by
Lumbre, Bibo,
vrord. Caah In advance preferred. P. J. Martinez, -Pledra
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scribed estray animal was taken up by
3. Hately, Silver City, N. M.
Vicente A. Gomez, Roy, N. M. . ;
One brown mare with colt
One dark red cow, 7 about 15 years, 850 lbs.
years old, about BOO lbs..
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Imparts to Captain Warn
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Aocom-anla- d
Cralir, en old army
by
icout. Warn atarta out M hla daneroua
CHAPTER
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fcrant
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I
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rlda, dodclnf oquada of solkw thslr baartnra and final-- T
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enamy, hav
pnfewd tha cordon of plukets

ta
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CHAPTER

a

Bncountarln

amall

of aoldtara In tha darknasa. Wayne
party
la
takaa for a federal ofnoer who easie
Jo keep an appointment, la aooaptad. aa
Ala representative, and a young lady on
aoraebaok la given In hla charge.
CHAPTER IV. Tha female
f tha two aoutharn eeouta la acompanion
northern
am, who, whan aha bectimea aware of
Daalr army afflUatlona, alaahaa Wayna with
and atlampta to aaoaya
riding
far
at falls. whip

CHAPTER V.-of the horaae fr-IP-S
out, Wayna ordara Craig- to ret
through with tha dlapatohee to Ixme
to laft
t rooky aorta.
Ona

-
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fhand
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.
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Conflrata

officer

thread la masse of
orera 4 lonely hut,
ho darte a huira mif
girl ehoota Uia brut

CHAPTER VTL Tha owner ot tna
ena Jed Bungay, appears and ha and bn.
hla
wife giro tha captain a weloome. Suddenly a party of horsemen are oboar
aomlng down the road
CHAPTER Vm.-T- hy
are UM
a
Wan claiming to be Red Lowrta, bywho
ordera Mra. Bungay to glva them food,
and her husband to act aa a guide. Tha
woman discovers tha man to be a disguised Impostor, attacks tha Intruder and
there Is a general melee.

fired upon from the rear, dux 1 rnarxea
a red flash at one of tbe windows In
our front, and heard behind me a
sharp wall of agony.
"If any nan drops, pick htm up I''
I called, and at that moment we
sprang up the steps, and began pounding loudly against the door.
"Open up!" shouted tha Lieutenant,
anxiously. "Drennttn, open up, Quick!
Ifa Caton with help."
i though It never would open, A
rolley crashed Into us, and Sands
pitched down upon his face, clutching
at the man next htm as he fell. I
glanced back anxiously a dark, con
fused nines of men, without military
formation, were running across tha
open space toward us.
'"Uout face!" I shouted. "Load at
will lire!"
We poured one scattering Yolley
Into them. It halted their movement
(or a moment, and then tha door
opened a scant crack.
"Is this you, Catonr
"Yes; for God's take, opu up!"
Tha heavy door swung slowly In
ward, and with a wtld rush to be) first,
we surged headlong Into th hall.
CHAPTER

XXX.

A Union of Yank and rteo.
As the heavy door eUnjted behind
us some one upon the outside began
pounding upon It, while with deadly
chug a bullet cra&hed luto the oaken

panel.
"Donuerwetter!" shouted a deep
voice, wildly, "CMln. I am yet out
mlt der bullets,
thick
CHAPTER IX-T- ha
With a crash I Suns a&!d
disguised leader
to
be Major Brennan, a Federal Iron bar which answered a a lock,
Proves
effioer whom the Unlonglrl
He ordera tha arrest of Wayna aa a apy. and drew In the Sergeant, yet rtanting
The girl protests and says aha will appeal
heavily from his hard run.
to General Sheridan.
"By Chtmlny, dot vas a narrow
CHAPTER X.
held prlaoner In
he exclaimed, as I released
a copes, aas fliesWayne
ot Confederates pass squeak,"
the road at a distance and knows that my grasp upon him and hurled the
Craig haa delivered tha message.
door back into Its place.
A dim light swinging suspended
CHAPTER XI The captive Is brought
before General Sheridan who re fusee to from the celling of the great wide hal)
set him free unless ho reveals the secret revealed
clearly the scene within. - At
I turned I beheld Brennan for the firsl
CHAPTER XTI. Captain Wayne la led time, and his face remains a memory
to understand that the
woman he admires
Is Edith Brennan, wife of the Federal of
Standing with his back to the stair
Hoar, who hatea him. Ha Is given tha
In
cboloe of revealing the Lee meeeaga or railing, a revolver grasped tightly
either hand, his eyes burning,- - nil
of being shot aa a apy.
countenance flushed with anger, and
clouded by doubt, he appeared almost
CHAPTER Xin. Wayne Is rescued
his
by Jed Bungay. One of like one distracted. At sight of mc
them mustprison
get a
report through the
lines to General quick
Lee and Jed atarta on he gave up all attempt to control hi;
the mission.
raging temper.
"What does all this mean?" he de
CHAPTER XTV". Finding tha garb of
manded hoarsely. "Who are thes
an absent officer of the Union artillery,
Wayne penetrates to tha ballroom, where men? Caton, If you have betrayed
a social army function Is In progress,
us, by God, I will shoot you dead."
and pretends to be CoL Curran of Ohio.
"There Is no betrayal," returned the
CHAPTER XV. The dlagulsed scout la
Introduced to a Miss Miner. She knows Lieutenant, coolly. ' "These men are
tha Curran family and Wayne barely es- 'friends."
capes being unmasked. Edith Brennan
"Friends?" he laughed cynically.
appears on the scene.
"Friends? In that uniform, and you
CHAPTER XVI. Mrs. Brennan recog- - attired In a Rebel cavalry
jacket!
She having been led to
Gtses Wayne.
that he had been sent away, learns Friends? that fellow over there?" and
Brennan
and he pointed derisively at me with his
of the treachery of MaJ.
says she will save him.
pistol barrel. "Damn you, but I be
CHAPTER XVn. Mrs. Brennan Seyou are all a pack of lying
Jleve
and
an res a pass through the Inner lines
thieves!"
goea pan way wiui vvayna wia
are suddenly confronted by Brennan.
Caton's face burned. He took one
'
step toward him, his hands clinched,
CHAPTER XVIII.-Bren- nan
attempts
to shoot Wayne, but the latter throws his and when he spoke his clear voice
enemy to tha ground senseless.
shook with intense indignation.
"Major Brennan," he said coldly dery
CHAPTER XTX-Btdtha North adieu, Wayne start alone M liberate, "you are my superior officer,
a wild dash for liberty. Enoountermg
you go beyond all privileges of
s KsMtenaEt'e uniform, he ocea-e- te but
than
rank In those words. I say these men
him to accompany sum.
are friends; they have Bunk the issues
CHAPTER XX. His companion turns
They of war In order that they may answer
ant to be 4 Bungay In AUgulae.towards
alear the lata Una SiTaW
the call of humanity. If you dare Im. tbe Confiiiraii oanirj
peach my motives any further, I shall
CHAPTER XXI Captain ?Pye and hurl back the cowardly Insult In your
the faithful Jed reach theXeo oautp la face. I will take no such words, sir,
feajety and are sent away to accompany
from any living man."
reinforcement to General Early.
Brennan looked at him, his Hps
CHAPTER XXXL Wajrno and hla reg
inant ar cent to aave th Confederate
struggling with the utterance that
army In tha battle of Shenandoah. Here would not come. Knowing well the
them and
a solid wall of blue overwhelms
he regiment is lost. danger of such delay, I hastily pushed
aside the ring of men, and fronted
I
wounded
CHAPTER XXtn Wayne
taken to the field hospital, where he him, determined to end this foolishby Edith Brennan, who Is kind ness then and. there.
Ed gracious."
"Major Brennan." I gaid firmly, ig
wounded
fAIft'XXlV-Tnoring his efforts to silence me. you
h
have a hard night ride as they mut listen to reason whether you
are returned w camp,
khiuus;
wish to do so of not. Sly troopers
are" all around you: I have two men to
CHAPTER XXV. Wayna U&m: that your one in this house, and can end
the
Major Brennan has scattered
that he Is a coward and refused to force my will if necessary. Now mark
beet him to wipe out an Insult ' to Edith what I say we are not here in anger
Brennan.
or in war, but to help you in the proCHAPTER XXVI. Wayne and Jed tection of endangered women.
We
a
detail
on
sent
are
scouting
Bungay
from Richmond. The latter learns that saptured your courier, have dispatched
the fortunes of war have disrupted his one of our own number Into the Fedhome and that his wife Is a fugitive.
eral camp for aid, and have fought
CHAPTER XXVII. The Confederate our way in here to stand beside you
where
Minor
at
the
place
flsUll arrives
of this
Celia Minor and Mrs. and your men In defence
Wayne meets Miss
house against those ruffians without.
Bungay. Edith Brennan appears.
You can use us or not, just as you
CHAPTER XXVm. The Confederates
It rests with you to say whethlearn
and
that
courier
please;
Federal
a
capture
in their dier we shall be comrades In arms on
Major Brennan Is marching
him.
to
intercept
prepare
rection. They
this occasion, or whether I shall assume command by the power of force
which I chance to control.'
Conu-r-faifoa.Y?-erday- )
He seemed utterly unable to grasp
-excitedly "Sock It my full meaning, to comprehend the
nrel" i crfed'and
follow me!"
situation.
into them, lads,
"You mean, you would fight with
There was a quick outburst of
withus? under my command?" he asked inflame, a thunderous report, and,
I
out waiting to see or hear more,
credulously.
dense
T offer my services under your or
sprang forward through the
amoke and raced madly toward the ders," I replied clearly, "and these
men In gray will obey mine."
front door. Caton panted at my side,
of
I actually thought he would extend
and I could hear the heavy feet bea score of men pounding sothe turf the his hand, but some remembrance sud
rapid,
denly restrained him.
hind us. The rush was
I could
"I of course, Captain Wayne," he
noise so .great and confusing.
even stammered, .at length. "I I must ac
not distinguish whether we were
reeog-nlse-

dlng

.

Con-teder-

ijm

false-hoo-

xl
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cept yaur oner, r ram grateful ror
It, but I shall insist upon one thing;
there must be a final settlement of the
personal matter existing between us.
I am not willing to waive my
rights
in tnis.
"There Is no occasion for your doing
so, sir, I answered coldly, for I con.
sldered tha reference at that moment
in extremely 111 taste.
"When our
work here has'been accomplished, you
will find ma very much at your serv
ice. .
He bowed gravely.
"I am exceedingly glad we under
stand each other," he said. "May I
ask the size of your command?"
"Sergeant," I questioned, "whom
bava w lost?"
"Nelson vos kilt, I dinks;' der Kid
Is sot here yet, und Sands vos rounded bad."
"Very well; then, Major Brennan, I
tender you sixteen men fit for duty,
besides myself. You are doubtless
acquainted with the bouse, and can
assign us to positions where our services will prove of greatest value."
lie had completely recovered his
by this time, and spoke
now with the terse sentences of a
tried soldier.
"I thank you, Captain Wayne, and
will ask you to choose four men and
assume command of tha east side of
the house, Caton, you take the same
number for defense of the rear. Captain, what is your aergoant's name?"
"Ebers, an experienced German soldier."
"I should have suspected his nationality. Let htm have command of
four more, and cover the west windows, I shall defend the front myself,
as I have been doing."
"Very well," I answered shortly, for
his eyes had remained fixed upon me
all the time he was talking. "Take
the positions assigned you, lads, and
do not permit a man from without to
put foot on the veranda. It they once
succeed In getting under cover ot the
porch roof, they will give ub plenty of
trouble."
The position for defence assigned
to my care took me Into the dining'
room of the mansion a spacious, ol
most square apartment, containing
three large windows reaching nearly
to the floor. The outside blinds had
been closed, but the glass in the panes
was mostly broken, and there wers
other evidences that the firing had
been both heavy and continuous. I
found two soldiers of Brennan's party
within, both lying upon the floor, and
peering cautiously through the aper
tares of the blinds. They glanced up
at us with undisguised amazement
"It's all right, lads," I said heartily.
"Never mind our colors tonight; wi
are all fighting the same way."
I had taken with me Bungay, to
gether with three of my troopers, and

WEDNES--

upper story. He's uound, to

A

'CTOBEt"

ne--' J u

sear--

tnst firing is very steady."

'He's got the women luoJiu' for
him, and that helps some."
"The women?" I asked, staring at
him in amazement "Do you mean to
say Mrs. Brennan and Celia Minor are
there In that front room?"
"Don't know who they are, sir
two mightly fine lookin' young ladles,

self-contr-

-

l

Rellawa Vau Hawa Alraarfv

Bean

Assigned Your Duties."
an old lady with white hair, an' a big,
rough-looklfemale, air. The last one
wus handlin' a gun to beat the band
just afore you came."
"And he keeps them there, exposed
to all this heavy fire? What can the
man mean? Why, Corporal, that con
stant shooting must have completely
shattered the windows. There could
be no safety for any one except lying
flat upon the floor."
"Well, 'tain't quite soiad as that,
sir," he protested, seemingly anxious
to shield his officer from adverse
criticism. "You see it's a double par
lor, with a wall art' foldln' doors
atween, an' the women are all in the
rear room. Of course, it's almighty
dark back there, an' they has to lie
pretty close, but blamed if I know ot
any better place for them. This
house hain't got no cellar."
A man groped his way in from the
lighted hal tr but halted close beside
the door, unable to perceive us In the
darkness.
"Is Captain Wayne here?" he asked.
"Yes; what is it?"
"Major Brennan has had two of his
men hit, sir, and wishes you to spare
him three of yours, unless you are hotly pressed."
"All right; there's nothing doing
here," I answered, instantly determin
ing upon my course. "Corporal, I
shall leave you in command of this
side for a few minutes. - I believe I
can be of more Immediate value elsewhere. Bungay, yon and Elliott come
with me."
The lower hall, having no windows
In it, was the only safe place in the
building, and here a light had been
which, as I
kept burning. The door
judged, must lead into-- the back par
lor, was closed, and fastened upon
the inside. At least it refused to yield
to my hand when tried. Another in
front stood very slightly ajar.
'Report to Brennan," I whispered
into Jed's ear, "and forget to mention
I am with you. I desire to investigate
matters for myself a few moments."
He nodded to intimate that he un
derstood, and then we crept, one at a
time, Into the front apartment, hugging the floor closely to keep beneath
the range of the bullets which swept
every now and then through the
broken windows, and chugged into the
wall behind us. I was the last to
wriggle In through the narrow opening, and rolling Instantly out ot the
tiny bar of light, I lay silent for a
moment, endeavoring to get my bear
ings. I was determined upon just one
thing to obtain speech with the women, learn, if possible, their exact sit
uation, and, if I found it necessary,
Insist upon their better protection. An
Insane jealousy of me should not continue to expose them to unnecessary
peril.
Brennan was directly across the
room from where I lay. I could hear
his voice Issuing low, stern orders.
"If you'll only keep down you're
safe enough," he said gruffly. "There
hasn't a shot come within a foot of
the sill. The ground slopes out yonder, and those fellows cent Sre low.
Put the new men at the central window, and let them shoot at every flash
they see. Bradley will pass back their
empty guns."
I wondered how long our supply ct
ammunition would hbld out with such
a fusillade kept up, but ventured upon
no protest for I was already groping
my way through the darkness along
the inner wall. Furniture lay overturned In every direction, and 1 ex
pedenced considerable difficulty in
making progress through the debris
without attracting attention.
square piano stood directly across the
entrance to the back parlor, left by
the drawing nearly together of the
sliding doors. I waited until Brad.ey
had crawled through with an armful of loaded guns, and then entered
also, creeping silently between the
piano legs. As I did so a bullet struck
the case above, and the whole instru
ment trembled to the Impact, giving
forth a strange moan, as if in pain.
Some one waa groaning in the cor
ner at 'my left, and supposing the
wounded to be lying there, I turned
more toward the right keeping as
close as possible to the wall, hopeful
I might come In contact with one of
the women. I do not honestly know
why I did this really I had no excuse,
except my natural distrust of Brennan,
coupled with an eager desire to be of
service to the woman of my heart
There was little to ltuide me In the
.

"Damn You, but I Believe You Are All
a Pack of Lying ThievesI"

after placing them as advantageously
as possible, I stretched myself out on
the floor, and applying an eye to a
convenient opening took careful survey of the' situation without This
present cessation of activity was, I
felt convinced, only temporary. ' I did
not expect, from all I could now see,
that the final assault would take place
upon my side of the building. The
massing of the main body of the besiegers before the front entrance, toof
gether with the presence there
'
their leaders, was sufficient to convince me that this was to prove the
principal point of attack, and from my
knowledge of such affairs I decided
that probably the first signs of returning daylight would be the signal for a
determined assault The dark interior
.

of such a house as this offered too
many defensive advantages which the
daylight would largely overcome.
"Have you had some hard fighting?
I asked of the man lying next me, a
fellow, wearing the yel
low chevrdns of a corporal of cavalry
"They pitched in mighty strong at
first, sir," he answered civilly. "An'
we had so few men they pretty nearly
rushed us, fer sure. It was our re- peatin' rifles thet drove 'em back."
We relapsed into silence, each in
tent upon the uncertainty without. Af
I lay there, gazing anxiously into the
darkness, I could not forbear wonder
ing where Brennan had concealed the
women to keep them from harm.
Would he inform them of our arrival?
He could scarcely hope to keep the
fact long hidden, for they would cer
tainly see some of my
and ask' questions.
"They seem to be peckin' away pretty lively out in front," said the cor
poral, interrupting my reverie.
"In my Judg
"Yes," I admitted.
ment that will prove the main point ot
attack. How many men did the Ma
jor have there before we came?"
"Same as here, sir."
"And four of mine; that makes sev
en altogether, counting himself, and
two of these ought to be posted In the
manly-lookin-

g

gray-jacket-

.

ta--

a,

rifles did

ice tsine ot the ensca rui
cot pene'rate her, t.

I

I
heard tbo rustie of a skirt,
e a
faint sound of whispering react ed me
from the rear of the room. Then my
haod, groping blindly along the wall,
touched the lower fold of a dress. It
i 't like coarse calico to my
fingers.
"Mrs. Bungay," I whispered cautiously, "ia this you?"
The woman started at sound of my
voice, but replied in the same low
tone: "Thet's my name; who mought
ye be?"
"A friend ot yours, and ot your husband," I answered, for I doubted if
she would recall my name. "Did you
know Jed was here?"
"My man? Hlven be praised! But
I'll knock ther head off ther little devil
if ever I git my hand on him, I will
thet Whar's ther little imp bin all
ther time?"
"Hunting for you, and crying his
eyes out," I answered, smiling to myself ia the darkness. "Where is Mrs.
Brennan?"
"Jlst beyond me, thar in ther corner."
J
As she spoke a bullet whizzed past
us, having missed the obstruction of
the piano.
I could feel the wind
stirred by its passage, while Its peculiar hum told me it waa a Mlnte

Have
Vomit

ball.
"You

are too far out from tbe wall,"
protested. "You are in range."
"Can't help it If I be. I'm yere ter
take ther guns from ther sojer, an'
pass 'em back."
I crept slowly along beyond her,
keeping close to the wall, but had
progressed hardly more than a couple
of yards, when I felt a hand lightly
touch me.
"I recognize your voice," said a soft
whisper, ."and am so glad you are
hero."
Who can guess the motives that in
spire a woman? This was my welcome, where I had anticipated coldness and repellant pride.
I

CHAPTER

,

A

Conversation

Wedding Stationery

XXXI.
In

the ' Dark.

In my extreme surprise

at the

In-

timate cordiality expressed, by her
words and manner I failed in utterance. Anticipating coldness, indiffer
ence, possibly even resentment at my
presuming to approach her, I was in
stead greeted by an unstudied warmth
of welcome that made my heart beat
fiercely.
"Surely I am not mistaken," she
questioned, rendered doubtful by my
silence. "Is not this Captain Wayne?"
"Ther Is no mistake," I hastened to
atsure her, "but I had anticipated
from our last meeting a far leas cor
dial greeting."
"Oh," she exclaimed, with a- - light
laugh, "and is that all? Yet surely, if
I was to believe my own eyes I was
perfectly Justified In my actions then.
However, Captain, I have been forced
to realize the truth of that situation,
and am now disposed to make up to
you In kindness for all my unjust
suspicions."
"I am more than delighted to learn
that cloud is no longer to overshadow
us. Miss Minor has made a full ex
"
planation, then?"
"You have been completely exon
erated, and restored to my good
graces.
As she spoke, I became aware that
she was busily engaged upon some
task, and when "she ended I felt the
touch my hand.
steel of a
"Please pass this to Maria," she
said calmly, "and hand me back the
one she has."
"You are loading, then?" I asked, as
I complied with her request
"We have all been busy.. Isn't it
terrible? I was so frightened at first,
but now they tell me that you and
your men have come, there is no lon
ger danger of those horrible creatures
getting In here."
"You knew, then, that I was la tne
house?"
"I was told some noble Confederates
had accompanied Lieutenant Caton
back to aid us, but your name as
not mentioned."
"Then my appearance must have
proven a complete surprise?"
"Yes, and no," she anawered frank
ly. "I was not sure it was you, of
course, and I did not venture to ask,
but I knew you were in the neighborhood, and that such an act would be
ia a way characteristic I was certain you would come it you knew, and
I I, well really, I hoped it was."
In spite of a slight effort at restraint
until I
I "groped ia tbe darkness
touched her band. For the moment
she permitted me to retain It, as If
unconsciously, within my graap.
"Wty?" I questioned, scarcely relying upon my own voice.
"Oh, one always trusts triends more
readily than strangers, and I have
seen you in danger before, and possess such confidence in your courage,
and resource."
"But MUs Minor took particular
care to inform me you felt little or no
interest in me that you never even
of me except as she compelled
spoke
.
.
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SATISFACTORY
OPPONENT FOR P0TH1ER
Providence, R. I., Oct 4. The
democratic state convention of Rhode
Island met in this city today and named candidates for the state offices to
be filled at the November election,
Lewis A. Waterama was placed at
the head of the ticket as the candidate for goxernor. Mr. Waterman
was the democratic opponet of Gov
ernor Pothler last year and was de
feated by a small vote.
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A Fresh Shipment

,

BRITTLE CHIPS
from

Reid. Murdoch

L

Co.

40 cents per lb.
'

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
-

Fresh Neufchatel and Fromage de
Camembert Style Circle Brand Cheese in
today.
N. B.

9
Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

GOAL AHO WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
all
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Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

'JfcFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President"
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestics and Foreign Exchange.

Our Pride Flour
Chop

he-for-

Fancy

are enough

inter-

ested in fine clothes to

en-

Ine new tall weaves, colors and patterns. The new
mojWsdsmart'fashions from DartSchaffner & Man.
Justin. Just opened.'up.rfor"your inspection.
'OQ'

.

'SlZU

GREENBERGER
"ASQUARE DEAL"

but we can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,
-

by

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a
proposition that will look
good to you.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
--

Colder Weather.

ft

Cooking

Can be made easy
by sending1 us your
Wool Blanket!, Lace
Curtains, Rugs, etc.
It will save you a lot
of bother to have
them taken away and
brought back ready
for use. And the

8 lbs. for 25c

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Roller Mills

I
Fancy Quinces
For Canning

charges are very
small.
Phone Main' 81 or
give them to our

Phone Main 131
20 lbs for $1.00

Fhotoplay tonight, Selig's magnificent production of "Ten Nights In a
Bar Room," every scene absolute real
Admission 0c.
.

Bedding
a complete

We have

line of Comforts and
Blankets at Prices That Will Suit You

Remember

Preserving Plums

J. II. STEARNS

In Vegetables
Cauliflower, egg plant, summer squash, pearl onions, green onions,
dry onions, horse radish root, ripe and green tomatoes, red and
green clili, mangoes, quinces, Virginia sweet potatoes, cabbage, lettuce, etc. A full line of groceries, meats, Kansas City and native,
and Bakery goods.

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

per pound
Our Garden Calendar Says
"Plant Peonies Now'
Officinalis Rubra early ted
white
Queen Victoria

Edulif Superba pink
Andre Lauries crimson

large white
cents each

while they last
at

Festiva Maxima

at 50
Strong one year
AH

old roots

PERRY ONION & SON
507 Sixth Street

Phone Matn 462

9-1-

1911.

4,

.

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

.,v

"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
w .Vv
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.
$1000

"Bull" Durham Stake for

2:1a Pacers

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Exciting Horse Races

Base Ball Every Day

Laundry

Has on hand for the convention choice eating and cooking apples,
pears, Santa Fe freestone peaches, German prunes, plums. Concord
Mission and Tokay grapes, Valencia oranges and other fruits.

are Exclusive Agents

Secy-Mng- r.

Las Vegas Steam

GROCER.

guaranteed CottorjMattressei are

Fun by the Ton
Feature Upon Feature
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
Pres.
John B. McManus,
Isaac; Barth,

driver.

Store

"onoat"

J. C. J0BNSEN & SON

v

I

more

sold in Las Vegas than any other,

We

-

German Prunes

Tieans More

MONOBATt.

Housecleaning

Apples

Shorts

& Hay ward Co.

II ypu

enough interested to enjoy
showing them. And say:
Wp'vP rfnl liom in clinur

-

Your Fall

Bran

The Qraaf

Clothes

.
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Las Vegas

Marx Good

joy looking at them we
want you to know we are

k

First National Bank

The Home of

-
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Duncan opera house
Swat the fly.
. ..ursday, October 5th.' Seats on GENERAL REYES,
FORMER CAN
DIDATE FOR PRESIDENCY,
Always get the best at Nolette's sale at Murpbey'g and Schaefer's.
barber shop.
HAS UNITED WITH DIAZ
"Eller's 'Tei4"ighta In a Bar Room
.4;
"The Barrier," Duncan opera house never grows oi There runs through
Mexico City, Oct. 4. El Pals today
it a 'vein of , pathos particularly published ,a sensational
tomorrow night
telegram
touching and 6'yjet. It speaks the from San Antonio, Tex., to the effect
-or
the heart, it is that the followers of General
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon musical language
Reyes
nTore than a play
It Js a moral- and
'
at the Opera Bar.
the deposed president, General
will
next
exhibit here
classic They
Diaz, have established a Junta in that
under a big lent
Photoplay tonight, 'Ten Nights in Friday
city and await the arrival of Reyes.
a Bar Room," a lasting lesson to
The telegram permits the Inference
Word has been received from for.
a new insurrection Is to be be
that
hunmanlty. . Teaching a moral, ever
mer Secretary of the Y. M. C. A.
'
to be remembered.
gun.
George Fitzslmmons at Chicago stat
The paper also publishes a dispatch
It was reported today that the lng that as .far as the Windy City from Juarez saying a revolt will be
a
had
had
Mrs. Fitzslmmons
building on Sixth street formerly oc he and
before December.
General
to their begun
cupied' by Thornhlll the florist had delightful trip. According
the president elect, 'attaches
Madera,
been rented to some people who are schedule they arrived in Rochester little importance to these reports, but
where they will spend the
going to run a box ball howling alley yesterday,
It Is understood that he is taking
winter.
there this winter. If this is true it
measures to keep himself well inwill be welcome news as last season
of developments..
formed
Despite the heavy roads in the vimany enjoyed the sport on the alleys
General Reyes, who abandoned his
number
a
of
Las Vegas
large
cinlty
on Sixth street.
e
for the presidency Just
of farmers have arrived and the fair candidacy
of
sailelection
the
Sunday last,
or
It has been decided by the fair will open up in the morning rain
week displays ed from Havana for New Orleans yesno
For
the
rain.
past
association to charge the nominal
parts of the terday.
fee of ten cents for the admission of from the different
Samuel Espinosa de los Monteres,
and the
been
have
arriving
adults to the armory, where the ex- county
of the Central Revlsta club,
president
corn and vegetables
hibit will be held, and five cents for displays of grain,
Antonio. A cablebe the best ever seen in Las is said to be in San
will
children. Already the success of
from Reyhere
received
Sunday
gram
A number of the prominent
the exhibition has. been assured and Vegas.
merchants have entered exhibits and es said he was going to San Antonio.
this small admission will help, along
these will add greatly to the attractithe finances.
Reyes Leaves Cuba
veness of the fair. Gross, Kelly fe
Hanava, Oct., 4. General Bernardo
Company have planned a display of
High tide quality and low tide
Empress flour and several other Reyes, who arrived here Monday
prices. The rise and fall of the firms will have similar displays. Even from Mexico, sailed yesterday on the
waters, one of nature's miracles,
the rain shonld delay the ar- steamer Excelsior for New Orleans.
forms an excellent example with though
rival of exhibits from the country It Is presumed here that General
which to compare the two trade in
the fair will be opened tomorrow and Reyes is going to New York.
creasing characteristics, low prices conducted according to schedule.
and high quality, which are so strong
Announcements for an afternoon
ly embodied in Bostonlan dress
So far this week the people of Las of fun on Thursday of this week for
shoes for men. $3.50 to $5.00, nt
Vegas and the surrounding country the Junior department of the Y. M.
Talchert's, 610 Douglas avenue.
have been treated to "57 varieties" C .A. have been sent out hy Secretary
of weather and the prospects for a Arthur Marwlck and tomorrow afterLast night at a meeting of the
in the varieties seemed mighty noon the boys will he brought togeth
Fraternal Order of Eagles held in the change
slim today. Sunday and Monday the er for the first time since George
InFraternal Brotherhood hall, the
sun shone brightly and real summer Fitzslmmons left Las Vegas. Mar-wicstallation of officers to fill the unexsuits were quite comfortable. Yes
has planned for some sports in
pired term, which ends January 1,
to
not
a
was
in the form of swimming
the
it
strange
sight
pool
was eld, iTttie following officers terday
see persons on the streets wearing and diving after which there will be
were sworn in: Worthy president, W.
overcoats and last night, with Jack races and games in the gymnasium.
C. Dennis; worthy vice president, A.
Frost out snooping around taking a After their recreation the hoys will
M. Adler; chaplain, A. Ralney. After
look at the flowers and plants, a per- be served with refreshments in - the
the installation services the initiation
son with a coat was to be envied by parlors, and Miss May Ross, teacher
of A. Rainey into the lodge took
man who wished he bad been of elocution at the Normal will give
the
The evening was concluded
place.
smart enough to have worn ono. a reading. Mr. Marwlck Is enthusias
a
by light lunch served in the parlors
Today the entire vicinity has been tic over the work of the association
of the hall.
treated to a cold rain that has soak- in the west and has plans in his
ed the country thoroughly and ' the head for many good times for the
In the past month 22 volumes have weatherman has had the nerve to members this winter. Friday even
been added to the hound volumes on say that tomorrow will repeat the
ing the members of the senior depart
the shelves of the Carnegie library. same story. Who believes in the ment will he called together and a
A daily paper and a weekly periodical weather man, anyway?-program of the winter's work outhave also been given to the library.
lined. Prominent business men will
Of the 22 volumes added to the list
Hear and see our solo orchestra, address the meeting and a pleasant
20 have been presented by friends.
demon scenes and. spectacular effects. evening is promised for all.
A month ago the shelves held 7,125
Mary In the heavenly realms and
there many other scenes that go to form
volumes and at the present
PRESIDENT IN WYOMING
are 7.147. The records show that in the greatest production of this grand
Cheyenne, Wyo., Oct. 4. This was
the pJl: month 1,864 persons have old historic play. Eiler's "Ten Nights Taft day in Wyoming, and at every
made use of the books in the library in a Bar Room" here next Friday un- stopping place on the president's iti
'
and to the list of cards issued 36 have der canvas.
nerary it was observed in Fourth of
been added. On the tables of the
July fashion. The nation's chief exe
institution there are four dally paFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged cutive was the guest of the city of
pers, five weekly periodicals, and nine in the wood. Direct from distillery Cheyenne for several hours, and th
monthly magazines. This record is to you. At the Lohhy, of course.
people regardless of political affilia
one that is a credit to any library in
tions, greeted him with a warmth and
a small city.
heartiness of welcome not exceeded
in his transcontinental tour. A re
ception committee headed hy Gover
nor Carey met the distinguished visitor at the station and escorted him
to the state capitol. The city's ordin
ary population, with hundreds of vis
itors from other parts of the state,
was massed along the streets on the
line of march.
Barri.-,-
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Cooked In Pure Olive Oil

Anthracite

"

hull.
The
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tonight at Rosenthal
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Rams For

350 Head of RambouiMet and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams aie specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch sjnee the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
this Jail. AVbuld be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,
..

BOUCHER'S

Sade

;

-

v
.

-

J. P. Van Houten

Co.

Shoemaker.

N. M.

(The Coffee Man.)

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE DULLS EYE

